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Board of Trustees Meeting 
March 26,2013 
6:00 p.m. Meeting 
Alumni Room, 
McCarthy Center 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
BOARD MEETING c March 26, 2013 7:00P.M. c ALUMNI RooM, McCARTHY C ENTER 
AGENDA 
1.0 Chair's Report (5 minutes) 
1.1 Trustee Action Item: Approval of Minutes (January 29, 2013) 
2.0 President's Report (5 minutes) 
2.1 James G. Carter award 
3.0 Student Trustee Report (5 minutes) 
3.1 Alternative Spring Break trip and spring student events 
4.0 Administration, Finance and Technology (30 minutes) 
4.1 Property Acquisitions 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
Science Project 
Capital Planning 
FY2014 Budget Discussion 
5.0 Divisional Vice Presidents' Responses to Trustee Questions (15 minutes) 
5.1 Trustee Action Item: Personnel Actions 
6.0 New Business (30 minutes) 
6.1 DHE Policy Proposals 
7.0 Public Comment 
8.0 Adjourn Open Meeting 
ATTACHMENT 
ATTACHMENT 
ATTACHMENT 
ATTACHMENT 
ATTACHMENT 
ATTACHMENT 
Pursuant to Board of Trustees By-laws, Trustees may reserve 30 minutes at the end of the agenda of their regular 
meetings for public participation. Individuals who wish to speak to the Trustees shall so inform the President's Office in 
writing, setting forth the purposes for speaking, at least one week prior to the meeting. Subject to the Chair's discretion, 
individuals will be permitted to speak to the Trustees and will be assigned time within the allotted 30 minutes. 
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Framingham 
State University 
March 18, 2013 
Dear Trustees: 
I am writing to give let you know that the March meeting will be structured 
differently from past meetings. I have invited Department of Higher Education 
Commissioner Richard Freeland to meet with us to discuss the proposed policy on 
presidential search, selection and removal, and the proposed policy on presidential 
evaluation and compensation (materials on these policies are attached and hard copies 
will be included in your board packets). We will enjoy a casual working dinner as we 
speak with Commissioner Freeland from 6 pm to 7pm. I hope this revised schedule 
works for you; the intent was to eliminate a meeting on another night. 
Our regular meeting will begin at 7 pm and will focus on Vice President Hamel's 
budget report. I have asked the other Vice Presidents to include all of their reports on 
their respective blue sheets so that the meeting could be streamlined. You will note 
that the agenda item for each individual Vice President has been eliminated; instead, a 
single agenda item called "Divisional Vice Presidents' Responses to Trustee 
Questions" has been added. Please use this time to ask any questions you may have 
for Dr. Vaden-Goad, Dr. Conley and Ms. Colucci. 
As always, thank you for your time and commitment to the University. I look 
forward to seeing you on the 26th. 
Joe 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
100 State Street PO Box 9101 Framingham, MA 01701-9101 T 508-626-4993 F 508-626-4002 www.framingham.edu 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
BOARD MEETING D March 26, 2013 6:00P.M. D ALUMNI ROOM, MCCARTHY C ENTER 
AGENDA 
1.0 Proposed DHE Policy Discussion (60 minutes) 
2.0 Public Comment 
3.0 Adjourn Open Meeting 
Pursuant to Board of Trustees By-laws, Trustees may reserve 30 minutes at the end of the agenda of their regular 
meetings for public participation. Individuals who wish to speak to the Trustees shall so inform the President's Office in 
writing, setting forth the purposes for speaking, at least one week prior to the meeting. Subject to the Chair's discretion, 
individuals will be permitted to speak to the Trustees and will be assigned time within the allotted 30 minutes. 
• 
• 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
MINUTES a BOARD MEETING a JANUARY 29, 2013 6:30P.M. 
In Attendance: Trustees Berger-Sweeney, Burchill, Combe, Gardner, Goguen, Gregory, Neshe, Paul, 
Richards 
1.0 Chair's Report 
Chair Burchill called the meeting to order at 6:48pm. He welcomed the Board and others in attendance. He then 
called for a motion to approve the minutes of the November 27, 2012 open board meeting and executive session. 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to approve the 
minutes of the November 27, 2012 open board meeting and executive session. 
**** 
2.0 President's Report 
President Flanagan began his report by announcing that he was passing around two additions to the materials 
in the board packets. The first handout was a timeline leading to the 2014 NEASC visit. He stated that the 
campus is busily preparing its self-study and preparing for the NEASC site visit. The steering committee is 
being co-chaired by Dr. Elaine Beilin and Dr. Susan Chang. 
The second hand-out is a report detailing on-line learning at FSU. President Flanagan noted the dramatic 
growth in on-line learning and the diversity of subjects offered. He stated that while Framingham prizes its 
classroom experiences and the personal nature of the interactions between and among students and faculty, the 
University also recognizes the value of on-line education as a supplement and complement to classroom 
learning. 
Chair Burchjll asked whether a student can complete a degree program on-line and the response was yes. 
3.0 Secretary's Report 
Next, Chair Burchill asked Secretary Colucci to report. Ms. Colucci passed out materials on the Conflict of 
Interest law and asked that the trustees sign the acknowledgment of receipt form. She also informed them that 
it was time to retake the on-line ethics exam and that she would email the link found in the packets to them 
directly. 
4.0 Student Trustee Report 
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Chair Burchill then asked Trustee Goguen for her report on student activities. Trustee Goguen explained that 
she would be using her time on the agenda to report on student initiatives, and would start this month by 
briefing the board about the alternative student break program (ASB) at the University. She characterized the 
ASB program as a unique and empowering volunteer experience, where students give up their entire spring 
break to volunteer. She stated that students must fundraise to pay for the cost of the trip. The program has 
been active at FSU since 2009, when students traveled to Holyoke, MA, with a cost of $50 per student. Since 
that time, students have gone on an ASB trip every year, from D.C to Joplin, Missouri. This year, 27 students 
and 3 chaperones will be traveling to Biloxi, Mississippi. She noted that ASB was able to obtain additional 
funding from the Dean of Students office and from the Committee on Diversity and Inclusion for the Biloxi 
trip. Trustee Goguen noted that there were 68 applicants who went through a rigorous screening process. 
Given the level of interest, Trustee Goguen hopes that the program will be expanded in years to come. Trustee 
Goguen stated that the impact of the experience is so great that after returning from her first trip, she changed 
her major. Trustee Goguen also noted that this year, the trip will have a classroom component to it, where 
activism is studied. Trustee Berger-Sweeney asked whether freshmen could apply and Trustee Goguen 
responded that the program was open to all students. 
5.0 Alumni Trustee Report 
Trustee Combe reported that he had attended a recent Alumni Board meeting and was very impressed with 
the highly engaged group he met. He stated that the board was focusing on a number of upcoming University 
anniversaries and how those anniversaries could be used to engage other alumni. He also noted that the board 
had dispersed its first-ever scholarship for $1000. The money for the scholarship had been raised by the board. 
The board also discussed nominees for an alumni lifetime achievement award. 
6.0 Diversity Report 
Ms. Colucci referenced Trustee Gardner's question at the November meeting regarding the University's 
diversity efforts and stated that the current chair of the Committee on Diversity and Inclusion (CDI) had been 
invited to address the Board. She introduced Millie Gonzalez, the current chair, who is a librarian at the 
University. Ms. Gonzalez read President Flanagan's 2008 charge to the committee, referenced a consultant's 
report written last year and some of its findings, and also mentioned the CDI's strategic plan. She described 
the CDI as a very engaged and committed group of students, faculty and employees. She stated that she was 
working with Director of Assessment Susan Chang to measure the diversity efforts on campus. She noted that 
the CDI was working to align its budgetary spending with the goals identified in its strategic plan. 
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Trustee Gardner stated that she was glad that Ms. Gonzalez had come to speak to the Board. She stated that 
diversity was a key consideration during the search for a new president seven years ago. She noted that a lot 
of work had been done this year under Ms. Gonzalez's leadership, and hoped that the good work would 
continue. 
Trustee Goguen asked whether students were welcome on the CDI. Ms. Gonzalez stated that students are very 
welcome and that the committee had a student support group. 
Trustee Berger-Sweeney asked what the biggest area of challenge was on this campus. Ms. Gonzalez stated 
that there is a lot of need and work to be done. She stated that the consultant's report had recommended a Vice 
President for Diversity and Multicultural Center, and that it had pinpointed that different student groups on 
campus had different experiences. Ultin1ately1 the CDI, throughout assessment, hoped to find out whether the 
• current structure (campus-wide committee) was the best way to address the needs of a diverse campus. 
• 
President Flanagan asked Ms. Gonzalez to talk about the diversity fellows program, and whether there were 
opportunities to enlarge the program. Ms. Gonzalez responded that the CDI supported the diversity fellows 
program by participating in the recruitment of faculty members. She stated that the CDI also cosponsors 
programs with the diversity fellows. Vice President Vaden-Goad remarked that the diversity fellows programs 
brings in visiting scholars for a 2 year stay, and if all goes well, those faculty members are invited (after a 
limited search) into tenure track positions. 
Trustee Paul asked about retention of diverse employees. Ms. Gonzalez replied that the University needed to 
create a climate where all felt welcome. President Flanagan asked whether we have moved the needle on that 
subject and Ms. Gonzales responded that the assessment would help to answer that question. 
Trustee Gardner asked about interactions with the Town of Framingham. Ms. Gonzalez responded that the 
CDI had cosponsored a Welcoming Breakfast where community members came to the FSU campus for a 
program on welcoming immigrants to the Framingham area and then the group went downtown to show local 
businesses its support for immigrants. The CDI is also reviewing a funding request from the University's 
College Tomorrow program for buses to deliver Framingham high school students to the University for a 
summer program. 
3 
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7.0 Academic Affairs 
Vice President Vaden-Goad informed the Board that it had recently held an academic affairs subcommittee 
meeting. Trustee Berger-Sweeney stated that there had been minor revisions to the subcommittees' charge. 
She asked for a motion to accept the charter, as amended. 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted 
to adopt the Academic Affairs Subcommittee Charter, as amended. 
*** 
Vice President Vaden-Goad introduced the new Dean of Graduate Studies, Yaser Najjar. She noted that Dr. 
Najjar has been a faculty member in the Geography department at FSU since 1987. President Flanagan added 
that when he met with Dr. Najjar, he was struck by his understanding of the need to connect graduate 
programs with day programs, and the need to link graduate programs with industries in this region, so that 
graduates will be poised to meet the needs of the area. Dr. Najjar commented that he has been on the job for 3 
weeks, and had been doing a lot of learning and listening. He has been meeting with program coordinators, 
faculty and advisors. He will be working on identifying the needs of the region, integrating undergraduate and 
graduate programs, and also visiting FSU's international teaching sites, with the added objective of generating 
interest among international students in FSU graduate programs. 
Trustee Combe asked whether on-line classes were a draw for international students. Dr. Najjar responded 
that on-line was definitely a draw. He also mentioned that joint degree programs like the BA/MBA programs 
would be a draw. 
Director of Grants and Sponsored Programs Jonathan Lee discussed his report. He stated that his office is 
judged on its productivity (number of proposals made), the "hit" rate (number of successful proposals) and the 
amount of funding brought in. He stated that new funders are recruited each year. He stated that the raw data 
on the second page of the report did not include state grants made to the Stalker Institute. 
Chair Burchill asked Director Lee to describe a successful hit rate, as too high a rate might indicate not 
stretching enough, and too low of a rate might indicate not preparing well enough. Director Lee responded 
that FSU was hitting at about 50% to 60%, which was a high rate compared to the average of 30% to 40%. 
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Director Lee stated that his office has maintained good connections, its qualify of proposals is high and to some 
extent, luck has played a part. 
Trustee Combe asked what College Tomorrow is. Director Lee stated that the University brought in high 
school students from under-represented groups or low income populations to a summer program where the 
emphasis was on math, writing and leadership. He stated that his office was seeking funds to support the 
program from the Amelia Peabody and Mable Horn Foundations. Vice President Conley stated that the 
program had been supported by the state, but was no longer. She stated that the University continued to 
administer the program. 
Trustee Gardner asked whether the University was worried about the cuts in federal funding for research and 
other grants. Director Lee responded that it was a concern . 
8.0 Human Resources and Legal Affairs 
Ms. Colucci referred to the public safety report and stated that Chief Medeiros was present in case there were 
any questions for him. Chair Burchill noted that there were several resignations and asked whether retention 
was a problem. Chief Medeiros replied that his department had been losing people to individuals who had 
taken civil service exams two years ago. He stated that municipal police departments offer a higher rate of pay 
and also overtime opportunities that exceed what an officer can earn at FSU. Chief Medeiros stated that he had 
just hired three very competent individuals, two of whom are female, bringing the total number of female 
officers on the force to four. Trustee Combe asked about the attrition rate. Chief Medeiros stated that he 
struggles with three positions, which seem to be always turning over. He stated that the salary package was 
about $15,0000 below what is offered by municipalities. Chair Burchill asked whether departments like FSU 
police are training grounds for municipalities. Chief Medeiros noted that other schools face the same 
challenges as we do, and that we make an investment in the training of our officers- which ultimately does 
make them more marketable. 
Next, Ms. Colucci asked whether there were any questions about the personnel actions list. Trustee Berger-
Sweeney explained that the process of evaluations had been discussed during the Academic Affairs 
subcommittee meeting. Chair Burchill asked for a motion to approve the personnel actions list. 
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, 
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It was unanimously voted to approve the Personnel Actions list. 
* * * 
9.0 Enrollment and Student Development 
Vice President Conley called the Board's attention to spring enrollment numbers, which she stated were not 
final. She anticipated additional registrations, particularly in the International Education Program. Trustee 
Combe asked about the jump in numbers of the junior class and whether this was due to transfers, to which the 
answer was yes. 
Chair Burchill noted that it would be helpful to have trend information or targets to compare the enrollment 
figures. Vice President Conley responded that she could provide those numbers at the next meeting. But she 
stressed that the numbers as presented show that enrollment is strong. 
... 
• 
Trustee Richards asked about the post bacclaureate licensure program. Dr. Conley responded that students • 
often have bachelors' degrees in specific areas of study but need to do field study and student teaching before 
they can become certified to teach. 
10.0 Administration, Technology and Finance 
Executive Vice President Hamel explained to the Board that it had approved the financing of two projects and 
delegated final approval of the funding for these projects to the finance subcommittee. The MSCBA had issued 
bonds in the amount of $2.4 million for the dining center expansion project and $13.0 million for the 
parking/land acquisition projects at an all-in interest rate of 2.365%. Vice President Hamel stated that the 
University was close to completing purchase and sale agreements on the property purchases, although some of 
the smaller purchases had fallen through. He stated that about $2 million of the money had been apportioned 
to the science building project and another $1 million to residence hall projects. 
Trustee Richards asked whether the property purchases would ever be resurrected. Vice President Hamel 
responded that the University would consider them again if the asking prices were reasonable. 
Vice President Hamel commented that the Governor's budget package was very attractive to higher education 
but was predicated on new revenues. He stated that the University was not counting on the budget as it 
currently appears. He stated that he would be building a budget on the House budget that comes out in 
6 
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March. Trustee Richards asked about 9(c) cuts. Vice President Hamel stated that he had incorporated the 
anticipated $180,000 9(c) cut into the budget, if it came to pass. 
Vice President Hamel then referred to the multi-colored spreadsheet in the packet and the investment 
performance noted therein. He stated that he was scheduling a joint meeting of the BOT and Foundation 
finance committees to review the investment data. He stated that one fund manager was underperforming. 
11.00 New Business 
Chair Burchill brought the Board's attention to the Department of Higher Education's request for feedback on 
the newly created Office of Trustee Relations. President Flanagan gave some background on the proposal; he 
stated that last year legislation provided the Governor the ability to appoint the chairs of the Community 
College boards of trustees, along with other changes, and now attention was being turned to the state 
university system. He stated that a budget appropriation and outside language had provided for the creation 
of the Office of Trustee Relations and that a search is currently underway for a director. Chair Burchill stated 
that a group of trustees from among the state universities had met for a meeting in Worcester in December but 
that DHE had scheduled two additional meetings in the next few weeks (one to be held at Framingham State) 
where trustees could give feedback on the proposals. Trustee Combe questioned the legal authority for the 
Office of Trustee Relations. 
Chair Burchill also stated that there were other documents currently being circulated with regard to 
Presidential appointment, review and compensation and that Trustee Logan had agreed to review those 
documents and provide materials and comment about them. 
Trustee Berger-Sweeney asked whether there were services that the Office of Trustee Relations could provide 
for the Boards. She stated that a response might include suggestions for ways in which the Office of Trustee 
Relations could help the Boards. Trustee Neshe was concerned about the impact of the office on the 
willingness of future board members to volunteer their time, and whether trustee evaluations would be subject 
to public record requests. 
Chair Burchill suggested that a letter be drafted which incorporated the concerns raised and also the 
suggestions for ways in which the Office of Trustee Relations could assist Boards. President Flanagan stated 
that he and Secretary Colucci could draft a letter on behalf of the trustees to be sent by the Chair representing 
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the entire board, in the morning for circulation and if approved, would forward the letter to Commissioner 
Freeland before the next meeting. Chair Burchill asked for a motion to approve this plan of action. 
On a motion made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to 
submit a letter to Commissioner Freeland expressing the 
Board's response to the proposed Office of Trustee Relations. 
**** 
12.0 Adjourn Open Meeting 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:09pm. 
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Alternative Spring Break 2013 
Blog Quotes 
"Everything on this trip was a learning experience, and something that I will hold dear to 
me for the rest of my life. My heart will always have an entire section devoted to my 
ASB 2013 family. Before the trip, I had no real friends at FSU and even considered 
transferring-but after spending a year fundraising, and having meals with these wonderful 
people, I am happy to say that I have made 29 wonderful friends who I will keep with me 
to infinity and beyond. I reco·mmend that everyone apply for this opportunity of a 
lifetime-helping to make a difference, learning new things, and tnaking new friends along 
the way-how can you say no to that?!" 
-Melissa Skerry, Class of 2014 
"I again cannot explain what this program has done for me and as I explained to the ASB 
participants not everyone gets the same things out of ASB but as long as they get one 
thing out of it it has been a success. My hope is that each participant will leave the trip 
with one thing in their heart and that is the desire to simply help, help in small ways 
everyday. It is after the trip that the journey to service really begins, if you choose." 
-Molly Goguen, Class of2013 
"I loved every second of Alternative Spring Break. It has been such an honor to be a part 
of such a kind-hearted and inspiring group of individuals who want to make a positive 
difference in this world. I will miss Biloxi, and all of the tnembers of its community who 
have taught me· something about myself, and about the world around me. Though I am 
separated from it geographically, I will carry Biloxi and all that it has taught me with me 
in my heart everyday. I am forever changed because of this experience, and am excited 
to continue serving in the future." 
-Scott Shea, Class of 2014 
"I look forward once I get hotne to doing even tnore service than I have done before. This 
trip has truly been life-changing and unbelievable. I cannot imagine spending the break 
any other way or with any other 29 friends. I know this is just the beginning for me tor 
service and I cannot wait to continually help in the future in whatever ways possible. 
Can't wait to see what's ahead for the next two days. I don't want ASB 2013 to ever end 
and Biloxi needs us!" 
-Kristen Corbett, Class of 2016 
"The lessons I have learned on the trip are life lessons I will always carry with me 
forever. Everyone has a story, and we have learned so much from each other as a group 
and from people within the community. And although we are only doing small things, 
someday these small stepping stones will create something much bigger! I am so grateful 
to be a part of this experience and I want to send a big thank you to everyone who has 
supported us along the way!" 
-.Michaela Arthur, Class of 2013 
"This week has truly made me reflect on all aspects of my life. Once, getting a good job 
and making a lot of money was my main concern but after the course of this week I know 
that those things are not as important to me as I once thought. Being able to help people, 
truly make a difference in their lives is something that I know I want to do now. I am so 
happy that I have had this opportunity to lead me to a rewarding, worthwhile life. I know 
it won't be a waste now and that I will make a difference and it has started right here in 
Biloxi, Mississippi. The small changes we make today will be a huge movement in the 
future. Thank you ASB 2013 and all the people that made it so amazing. You have 
changed my life." · 
-Ali McGrath, Class of2015 
"To sum it all up, I have definitely changed since the beginning of this trip. I completely 
get what all of my friends said when they say that this week would changed my life. I 
have taken every single minute and loved it for what it is! When writing my application, I 
wanted to challenge and push rnyself towards doing something I have never done before, 
and I have done just that. I can be somewhat quiet sometirnes, and I think that I have 
come out of my shell. Everyone appreciates me for who I am and I love them for that. I 
have grown as a person and have made 30 incredible friends for I know I will stay in 
touch with forever. We all will have Biloxi in our hearts and I cannot wait to come back." 
-Carly Granville, Class of2014 
• 
"The people on this trip are all amazing in their own way. I know it sounds cheesy, but it • 
is the god's honest truth. Each individual here brings completely different set of 
strengths to the table. If I had not gone on this trip I would not have met these great 
people." 
-Nick Magliozzi, Class of2013 
"Through the lessons I learned about myself, I will continue to grow as a person. I love to 
inflict positive changes upon others, especially upon those who expect so little and need 
help the most. They' re the ones who deserve to feel important, valued and cherished. I 
look forward to helping people with small things that could turn into big things, and 
everything in between. Because of ASB, helping people has become a primary target in 
my future. I knew I always had it in me, but ASB brought out my key qualities that prove 
I am capable of doing far more than I usually give myself credit for. I can't wait to 
change the world, regardless of how large of a stamp I place on it." 
-Kevin Long, Class of2014 
"Service is a give and take process; the work that you do for your community shapes you 
just as much as you are shaped during your work. I am so thankful that I have had this 
experience and the opportunity to take this week and decided how I can use it to push 
myself towards the improvement of my character. Biloxi has given me so much. I know 
someday when I come back to see the work that we have done here I will feel much more 
than nostalgia for my ASB world, but rather a connection to a city where I have learned 
to live differently. I could not be more thankful for that." 
-Amy Jones, Class of2015 • 
• 
• 
• 
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Thanks 
Janet Wright [jwrightOl@cableone.net] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 7:34 PM 
To: mgoguenl@student.framingham.edu 
Cc: Christina Mohrman [christina.mohrman@dmr.ms.gov]; Cynthia Ramseur [cynthia@naturalcapitaldevelopment.com] 
Categories: ASB 
Attachments: GravelineCoastaiSurveyASB.ppt (732 KB) 
Hi Molly and all the Fr ami n g h am team, 
The diamondback terrapins , ospreys , wild hogs , snakes , alligators and even the fire 
ants of Graveline Coastal Preserve tha nk you for your great efforts today! Now 
that you have set up t h e terrapin s u rvey t ransects , our volunteers can document 
terrapin egg-laying activities on the beach , and the habitat perimeters you mapped 
will let us estimate the total activity on this important part of their hab i tat. 
We REALLY appreciate also the cleanup act i vity . I forgot to get a total bag count 
but will go back and do this so we can credit you for something like 1000 lbs of 
tra sh and debri s removed from t h e marsh . Otters , raccoons , armadillos, many kinds 
of birds , a nd lots of other marsh creatures have a safer and cleaner habitat thanks 
to your efforts . 
Here ' s a link to some photos I took - you are welcome to download and use them. 
An d I have also a ttached a powerp oint of the maps I s h owed you and of the 
perimeters you mapped . Bravo for a terrific day ! Good luck with the rest of your 
"break " -we are lucky to have had you here . It ' s a special gesture to donate your 
vacation time this way . I kno w you are desti n ed for great things in the future . 
ht t p~ : I /__Qi_ca_saweb. qoogl_f'::__~~Qm/.1 Q._Q1.2.Q.§}_l_~2_2_58 213 92 56 I Framinqhar~\ABS? 
~ u t h u §_~_f_=:_Q_~ a l!. t_h ke y~_G v 1 s Rg~ J!~ !;..t.?_g_Q~q_fQt 1\E ~__f_E@_t_=:<;LLJ; ~ gJ 1 i _D ~ 
Bes t , 
Janet Wright 
Ha bitat Steward for Graveline Coastal Preserve 
Ocean Springs , Mississippi 
https://sn2prd01 02.outlook.com/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAACerZZnfAUU... 3/26/2013 
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The Sun Herald 
Next Story> 
Coroner identifies pedestrian killed in Biloxi 
SPRING CLEANING 
Published: March 18, 2013 
AMANDA McCOY/SUN HERALD Framingham State University students Shannon Howe, left, Scott 
Shea, center, and Kevin Long work to cleanup and weed the Katrina Sculpture Garden on U.S. 90 
in Biloxi on Monday. 
AMANDA McCOY- SUN HERALDBuy Photo 
Framingham State University students are spending their traditional Spring Break week working on the 
Coast as part of Alternative Spring Break. 
The college students spent Monday cleaning up and weeding the Katrina Sculpture Garden on U.S. 90 in 
Biloxi. 
The students are on the Coast with Community Collaborations International's spring break program to 
work on ecosystem restoration projects. The program partnered with Mississippi Renaissance Garden 
http://www.sunheraJd.com/20 13/03/18/4536712/spring-cleaning.html 3/26/2013 
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Foundation's Horticulture for Humanity movement to bring students to the garden to make it ready for the 
spring planting season. 
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~Framingham 
~ State University FSU Board of Trustees Update 
Division of Administration, Finance, Information Technology, and Advancement 
Dr. Dale M. Hamel 
I. Trustee Information/Discussion Items 
a. Property Acquisitions Update 
March 26, 2013 
i. One parcel has closed; one parcel has approved Purchase and Sale (P&S) and is 
in due diligence period; one is nearing P&S approval. 
b. Science Project Update Attachment 
i. Proposed draft Memorandum of Understanding is under review that would 
provide additional $2.0M from FSU borrowed funds (held by MSCBA) to ensure 
full-fit out of the new addition and $2SOK from rebate funding to address 
identified accessibility issues. 
c. Capital Planning Update 
i. Sightlines Facilities Assessment Report 
Highlights: 
Attachment 
• Page 10: Facilities comparison between housing and "education and 
general" facilities- E&G facilities need additional investment 
• Page 14: Nearly $150M in capital spending since 2006 (through 2012) 
in the aggregate; 59% on existing space and 41% on new construction. 
• Page 16: FSU capital spending has been consistently above peers. 
• Page 25: Facilities condition is noted for each major FSU facility with 
investment needed in Hemenway Hall & Annex and Library. 
ii. FSU Capital Master Plan Update/FSU Capital Spending Plan 
BOT Finance Committee Aprill, 2013 Meeting Discussion 
Planned FY2013-FY2018 Spending by BuildingsfFunctions 
Hemenway Hall/Science Project - Expansion & Renovation 
Residence Halls- New Fac ility & Existing Facilit ies Repairs 
Parking/Signage/Security/Lighting 
Repositioning/ Adaptation O 'Connor Hall 
Energy Infrastructure Projects (net rebates) 
College Center Dining Expansion & Repairs 
Athletic Fields Upgrade/Lighting 
Other Academic Facilities (including Library & Multicultural Ctr) 
General Repair Projects 
d. FY2014 Budget Discussion 
BOT discussion on development of the FY2014 will cover: 
i. FY2013 and Historical Budget Context 
ii. FY2014 Preliminary Budget Development Approach 
iii. Budget Allocation Exercise Review 
Total 
$67,489,263 
$41 ,650,000 
$10,385,000 
$9,666,073 
$5,840,000 
$3,800,000 
$3,350,000 
$1 ,685,000 
$1 ,200,000 
$145,065,336 
Attachment 
• 
• 
FSU Science Project- Memorandum of Understanding Amendment March 2013 
AMENDMENT 
Amendment, dated as of the __ day of March, 2013, by and among the Division of Capital 
Asset Management and Maintenance ("DCAM") a state agency constituted under Chapter 7 of the 
Massachusetts General Laws, Framingham State University, a state educational institution organized and 
existing under Chapter 73 of the Massachusetts General Laws {the "University''), and the Massachusetts 
State College Building Authority (the "Authority''), a body politic and corporate organized and existing 
under Chapter 703 of the Acts of 1963, as amended. 
WHEREAS, DCAM, the University, and the Authority have previously entered an Agreement 
dated as of December 6, 2011 (the "Agreement") with respect to the upgrade of the University's science 
and academic facHWe:s at the Hemenway HaH Sci-ence Genter ~ocated at the Universlty~s campus in 
Framingham, Massachusetts, more particularly described as DCAM Project Numbers FRC 0802 ST1 and 
FRC 0802 DC1 (the "Project'); and 
WHEREAS, that Agreement was amended upon approval of DCAM, the University, and the 
Authority, as of November 9, 2012; and 
WHEREAS, the Project, in order to stay within available funding as detailed in the November 9, 
2012 agreement, has been subject to significant scope reductions impacting both planned infrastructure 
and renovation components; and 
WHEREAS, the University is willing to provide an additional $2,250,000 for the Project (the 
"University's Additional Project Funding"); and 
WHEREAS, the University intends to provide the University's Additional Project Funding from 
$2,000,000 from the Authority (the "Additional Borrowed Funds") and $250,000 from available University 
funds (the "University Funds"); and 
WHEREAS, the University pledges its local trust fund balances up to $2,250,000 as security for 
the delivery of the Additional Borrowed Funds and University Funds; 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises set forth herein, the parties agree 
as follows: 
1. The Project, reflecting scope and cost reductions instituted in order to balance estimated costs 
with available funding per the November 9, 2012 agreement, will proceed under what will be 
termed "Contract #1 ". 
2. The University's Additional Project Funding will be applied as additional funding to support 
"Contract #1" resulting in an estimated "Project Budgef' of $64,989,263.00 for the "Contract #1" 
project. 
3. The University's Additional Project Funding will support the following project scope: 
a. $2,000,000 to ensure full fit-out of the new addition; 
b. $250,000 for identified accessibility projects in Hemenway Hall and Annex as identified 
by the Project's accessibility audit (with accessibility projects scope reflecting agreements 
on programmatic acccomodations). 
4. Availability and Delivery of the University's Additional Project Funding: 
(a) Provision of the University's Additional Project Funding: The University and the 
Authority each recognizes that it must give DCAM a firm commitment that the University's 
• , • \r 
• 
• 
• 
Additional Project Funding will be available in order for DCAM to enter into one or more 
contracts for the Project. The University and the Authority therefore represent and 
warrant to DCAM that: 
i) The University pledges $2,250,000 from unrestricted trust fund balances as 
security against delivery of the Borrowed Funds and University Funds; DCAM 
may request these pledged funds prior to Borrowed Funds delivery if necessary 
for continuation of the Project. Upon delivery of the Borrowed Funds, any 
transfer of pledged trust funds will be returned to the University. 
ii) The University shall deliver the aggregate amount of $250,000 to DCAM upon all 
parties agreement, through signature, to this Amendment. 
ii) The Authority shall deJiver to DCAm the sum of $21000,000 representing the 
Additional Borrowed Funds upon execution of this Amendment. 
iii) DCAM shall deposit the Borrowed Funds in an interest-bearing account identified 
as the "MSCBA Series 2012C Bond Issue - Hemenway Science Center Project 
Account" (the "Additional Borrowed Funds Account"). All interest earned on the 
Additional Borrowed Funds Account shall be applied to the Project. 
The University and the Authority each acknowledges that in proceeding with the Project, 
DCAM is acting in reliance upon the foregoing representations and agreements by the 
University and the Authority. The University and the Authority further acknowledge that if 
DCAM determines at any time that the University's Additional Project Funding or any 
portion thereof is not or may not be available in currently available funds , DCAM may 
determine that the Project, or any portion thereof, shall not be put out to bid , or otherwise 
suspend or cease work on the Project until the University's Additional Project Funding is 
or are available to DCAM in currently available funds. The University and the Authority 
each further acknowledges that its failure to deliver the University's Additional Project 
Funding to DCAM for the Project in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this 
Agreement may increase the cost of the Project, and that any costs attributable to the 
unavailability of the University's Additional Project Funding shall be paid by the University 
and shall not be counted as part of the University's Additional Project Funding. 
(b) Payment from the State Appropriation or the University's Project Funding: DCAM 
shall process payments to the Designer and Contractor, as the case may be, per the 
Certifications executed pursuant to Section 4 and in accordance with Chapter 149, 
Chapter 149A and MMARS Policy: Commonwealth's Bill-Paying Policy-and General 
Payment Policies, as issued by the Office of the Comptroller on July 1, 2004, as the 
same may be modified or amended by the Comptroller, or any other applicable law or 
regulation. DCAM shall promptly send copies of the wire transfer authorization or check 
for each payment made from the Borrowed Funds to the Authority. Except as may be 
otherwise provided in any loan document between the University and the Authority of 
which the University, the Authority or both have previously advised DCAM in writing, 
DCAM shall determine which payments shall be made from the University's Project 
Funding or from the State Appropriation. At the end of each Fiscal Year, DCAM shall 
provide the University with the amounts paid from the State Appropriation and ending 
balance. 
Under no circumstances shall the Authority be obligated to provide to the Project more 
than the Additional Borrowed Funds, notwithstanding an increase in the cost of the 
Project. The University and DCAM expressly agree that the Authority shall have no 
liability whatsoever to the Contractor, any subcontractor, DCAM or the University for 
amounts in excess of the Additional Borrowed Funds. 
"1 • ( \ 
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(c) Reporting regarding the University's Project Funding: DCAM shall promptly provide 
the Authority and the University with monthly reports detailing, in aggregate and by 
monthly invoice, all completed work on the Project paid for from the University's 
Additional Project Funding, showing all credits to and disbursements from the Additional 
Borrowed Funds Account, along with the ending account balance, including without 
limitation, for each disbursement, the name of the vendor, dates of services, a description 
of the services and the dates and amounts of the invoices. 
5. Return of Unused Funds. If after completion of the Project, the making of all final payments of all 
costs related to the Project and the final resolution of any claims and liabilities in connection 
therewith, there remain any University's Project Funding in DCAM's possession or under its 
control, DCAM shall return such remaining amounts to. the University and the Authority, as 
applicable . DCAM shall inform the University of funds returned to Authority. 
7. Except as amended hereby, the Agreement remains in full force and effect. 
8. Any capitalized term used in this Amendment without definition shall have the meaning given to 
such term in the Agreement. · 
9. This Amendment may be executed by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which 
when so executed shall constitute an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and 
the same instrument . 
• 
• 
• 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned do commit their Agencies to the spirit and letter of this 
Amendment and do execute this Amendment under seal. 
Approved: 
Elizabeth Minnis, Deputy Commissioner 
of Planning, Design and Construction 
Division of Capital Asset 
Management and Maintenance 
FRAMINGHAM STATE UNIVERSITY 
By:------------
Timothy J . Flanagan, PhD 
President 
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE 
BUILDING AUTHORITY 
By: 
Edward H. Adelman 
Executive Director 
DIVISION OF CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT 
AND MAINTENANCE 
By: 
Carole J . Cornelison , Commissioner 
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• • Si htlines Membershi 
.1 ... HI • 13 year old company based in Guilford, CT 
• Common vocabulary and consistent methodology 
• 95% Annual retention rate 
• Tracking $5.9 billion in operations budgets and $4.2 
billion in capital projects 
• Database of 23,500 buildings and 825 million GSF 
• 
S1ghtlmes 
- Nova Scotia 
. , Framingham' 
) State University 
• • • . A '-'Ocabula for measurement 
Sightlmes 
The annual The accumulated The effectiveness The measure of 
investment backlog of repair of the facilities service process, the 
needed to ensure and modernization operating budget, maintenance 
buildings will needs and the staffing, quality of space 
properly perform definition of supervision, and and systems, and 
and reach their resource capacity energy the customers 
useful life to correct them management opinion of service 
"Keep-Up Costs~~ "Catch-Up Costs" delivery 
. ' . . 
Framingham! 
State Umverstty 
•• • Framingham in Context with Peers 
Public University Peer Group 
Ftloomsburg University of PA PA 
Eastern Connecticut State University CT 
Fitchburg State University MA 
Keene State College NH 
Millersville University of PA PA 
Plymouth State University NH 
Shippensb.urg University PA 
University of New Hampshire NH 
Westfield State University MA 
Worcester State University MA 
• 
Sightlines 
. ' Framingham! 
State University 
•• • Framingham in Context with Peers 
Private (Aspirational) Peer Group 
Babson College MA 
nentley University MA 
Brandeis University MA 
Bryant University Rl 
-~~fts University -Medford Campus MA 
'IJellesley College MA 
'Nheaton College MA 
• 
Sightlmes 
. ' . . 
Framingham I 
State Umvers1ty 
•• • 
• Younger, more crowded campus profile than peers- Younger age profile than peers, primarily 
within the housing portion of campus; age profile has profound influence on capital strategy. 
Facilities are also more crowded than peers', creating operational and capital challenges. 
• 
Sightlmes 
• Project investment levels have stabilized backlog- Framingham State University has invested into 
physical assets at a much higher level than peer institutions. Resulting asset reinvestment backlog 
at Framingham State University is lower than peers, paving the way for proactive project selection. 
• Higher operating costs coupled with higher operational output- Operating costs at Framingham 
State have traditionally been higher than at peer institutions, but more value is being reaped f rom 
both planned maintenance expenditures and energy-saving projects. 
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Renovation Age by Category 
Framingham 
State 
University 
Public Peer 
Average 
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Average 
• Under 10 • 10 to 25 25 to 50 • Over 50 
S1ghtlines 
Buildings over SO 
Life cycles of major building components are past due. Failures 
are possible. 
Highest risk 
Buildings 25 to 50 
Major envelope and mechanical life cycles come due. 
, 
Higher Risk 
\ 
Buildings 10 to 25 
Short life-cycle needs; primarily space 
renewal. 
Medium Risk 
\ 
Buildings Under 10 
Little work ."Honeymoon" period. 
Low Risk 
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• • • Breakout of Campus: E&G vs. Housing 
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FSU- E&G 
E&G: 
Education and 
General; includes 
all other buildings 
• Under 10 • 10 to 25 
FSU- Housing 
Housing: 
Residential and off-
campus housing 
25 to 50 • Over 50 
Sightlines 
Buildings over SO 
Life cycles of major building components are past due. Failures 
are possible. 
Highest risk 
Buildings 25 to SO 
Major envelope and mechanical life cycles come due. 
Higher Risk 
/ 
Buildings 10 to 25 
Short life-cycle needs; primarily space 
renewal. 
Medium Risk 
Buildings Under 10 
Little work ."Honeymoon" period. 
Low Risk 
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Average Life Cycle Costs by Age of Space 
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•• • • Framingham's project spending over time 
Framingham State University 
FY06 - FY12 total 
project spending $/GSF 
II Envelope 
Space/Programming 
Infrastructure 
Sightt1nes 
Peers 
FY06 - FY12 total 
project spending $/GSF 
II Building Systems 
II Code 
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•• • • ear composite of investment 
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•• • Estimating Framin ham's Backlo 
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Using building portfolios by building function 
Net Asset Value by Building 
Residential Support 
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• • • How does Hemenway Hall and Annex compare to Average? F. 
Sightlines 
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Below 
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Capital Upkeep Stage: Primarily new 
or recently renovated buildings with 
sporadic building repair & life cycle 
needs; "You pick the projects" 
Repair and Maintain Stage: Buildings 
are beginning to show their age and 
may require more significant 
investment on a case-by-case basis 
Systemic Renovation Stage: Buildings 
may require more significant repairs; 
large capital infusions; 11The projects 
pick you" 
Transitional/Gut Renovation/Demo 
Stage: Major buildings components 
are in jeopardy of failure. Reliability 
issues are widespread throughout 
the building. 
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Fund·n Strategy #1 
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• 20.3M total spent split between 
Hemenway Hall and Annex 
• Hemenway Hall: 96% NAV 
• Hemenway Annex: 79% NAV 
~ t • 1n 
• 29.6M total spent split between 
Hemenway Hall and Annex w ith 
the addition of DCAM funding 
• Hemenway Hall & Annex: Full 
Renovations brings them to 
2006 2001 2oos 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 201s lQO% NAV 
. Framingham ~ 
**Assuming investments show go into existing GSF; no other major renovations projects C State University 
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State University 
FV2014 Budget Development Discussion 
FY2013 and Historical Budget Context 
FY2014 Preliminary Budget Development Approach 
Budget Allocation Exercise- Example and Responses 
• 
FSU Board of Tr~stees, March 2013 
FY2014 Budget Development Discussion 
FY2013 and Historical Budget Context 
1 
FY2013 Budget Review 
Operating Budget 
~ FY2013 state appropriation support of $22.5M - net of 1 °/o 9C reduction 
~ Balanced budget (no reserves use or other operating budget support from one-time funds) 
~ Implementation of collectively-bargained personnel contracts for all three units 
~ Selective increase in staff and faculty positions commensurate with enrollment 
~ Functional trust fund budgets increase through enrollment-associated revenue benefit 
~ Comprehensive student costs below Massachusetts sister state universities average 
• Aggregate AY20 13 costs are $313 ( -1 . 7°/o) below segment average 
State Universities Student Cost Comparison: AY2012-2013 
Peers Tuition and Fees, Room and Board ·projected 
FY13 Resident FY13 FY13 
Tuition and Fees Room (Basic) Board 
Bridgewater $8,054 $7,039 $3,000 
Fitchburg $8,710 $5,940 $2,950 
Framingham $8,080 $6,800 $3,000 
Salem $8,110 $7,770 $3,11 5 
Westfield $8,298 $5,904 $3,433 
Worcester $8,1 58 $7,403 $3,080 
Sister Universities Average $8,266 $6,811 $3,11 6 
Framingham Rank • Peers 2nd Lowest 3rd Lowest 2nd Lowest 
FSU $ Difference from Avg. -$1 86 -$11 -$116 
FSU% Difference from Avg. -2.2% -0.2% -3.7% 
FY13 
Total 
$18,093 
$17,600 
$17,880 
$18,995 
$17,635 
$181641 
$18,193 
3rd Lowest 
-$313 
-1 .7% 
2 
8 Framingham U State University Context- General Operations Historical Support 
General Operations Support 
The impact of reduced state funding on general operations has been mitigated by increases in 
student revenue (combination of rates and enrollment increases) and selected use of federal 
stimulus support resulting in relatively stable growth in general operations funding -
commensurate with enrollment growth .. over the past six years. 
General College Operations Budget 
: $50,000,000 ..,...----------------------
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FY2008 FY2009 
Retained Revenue 
FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 
II 
• College Operations Fee Revenues supporting General Operations 
FY2013 
l 
A vtrage Annual Operations 
--Cbhnge: 4% 
(ln ludes transfers to/from other 
Tr t Funds accounts) 
A erage Annual Enrollment 
G owth: 3.7% 
II • Federal Funds supporting General Operations 
L _______ • _state Appropriations supporting General o_p_e_ra_t _io.n_s _________ .J 
3 
Trust Funds Support 
Trust Funds that have revenue generating capability (Residence Life, Continuing Education, and 
Food Service) have experienced changes based on use and rates while other local trust funds 
(Athletics, College Center, Library, Academic Support, and Student Activities) have seen changes 
based on enrollment impact and changes in College Operations transfers support. 
Other Trust Funds Budgets- FY08-FY13 
(Percentages note Average Annual Change) Average Annual Enrollment Growth: 3. 7% 
- -
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Five Year Trend l $2,500,000 
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$1,500,000 
$1,000,000 
Five Year Trend 
Residence Life DGCE G.P./Food Service 
FY08 FY13 
* Residence Life has assumed some General Operations costs and increased 
revenues have been directed to debt service and operations for the new hall. 
* DGCE revenues reflect both rate and enrollment changes· annual transfers 
in support of College Operations have increased, on average, 3.7% annually. 
* Food Service revenues have also supported dining capital renovations. 
$500,000 
$0 
Note: Fee rates for these noted Trust Fund have not been 
increased over the past five years (fee increases have been directed 
to general operation ) with changes resulting from enrollment 
impact and additional general operation transfer support or 
additional expen es picked up on College Operations. 
4 
Historical Support 
Major Variables: 
State Appropriations 
Student Enrollment 
Faculty Growth 
Staff Growth 
Student (Day) Tuition and Fees 
Student Financial Aid 
Modeled Projected Support 
Major Variables: 
State Appropriations 
Student Enrollment 
Faculty Growth 
Staff Growth 
Student (Day) Tuition and Fees 
Student Financial Aid 
FY2009-FY2013 Five Year 
Annual Average Change 
(1.4°/o) 
3.7o/o 
3.5o/o 
0.6°/o 
7.9°/o (6.1% comprehensive costs) 
33.3% (need- and merit-based aid) 
FY2014-FY2018 Five Year 
Annual Average Change 
2.0o/o 
2.0o/o 
2.1 o/o 
1.3o/o 
4.5o/o (4.1% comprehensive costs) 
5.0% (predominantly need-based aid) 
5 
FY2014 Budget Development Discussion 
Preliminary FY2014 Budget Development Approach 
6 
FY2014 Budget Objectives 
Y Develop the annual budget within the context of a five year balanced budget plan 
~ Address actual and projected enrollment growth impact 
• Increase faculty and staff levels over time roughly commensurate with enrollment growth 
Y Minimize impact on student charges 
• Consideration of price positioning recognizing relative price inelasticity but also 
increasing student debt burden 
• Provide additional financial aid to support the most needy students and deploy aid 
as part of a comprehensive enrollment management strategy 
~ Maintain reserves and manage debt consistent with Financing Policy financial ratio targets 
~ Ensure capacity exists to accommodate planned enrollment increases 
~ Fund identified Strategic Priorities Initiatives. 
7 
FY2014 Budget Development Assumptions 
Collective Bargaining 
State Appropriations 
Student Charges 
Enrollment 
Inflation/Major Initiatives 
Staffing Levels 
Strategic Priorities Fund 
Budget Platt _ · · · 
Contract co t per approved agreements (MSCA, APA AFSCME) 
Initial FY2014 budget development plan based on Governor' GAA 
budget - one-half of House 1 line-item recommendation increa e 
(1.6% ). 
Reduction from prior long-range budget, of preliminary College 
Operations fee increase from $500 to $400; as ume aggregate 
student cost increase (including roo~ and board adjustments 
of $700 (3.9%) {versus previou ly budgeted $980 or 5.5% increase}. 
Assume 1,265 new student first time and transfers) enrollment (a 
3.2% decrease and aggregate enrollment target of 4 020 total FfE 
Day (fall) students a 2.1% increase). 
General assumption of 2%-3o/o inflation; major exception include . 
utilitie expen e (per contracted rate) decrea e in consultant co ts and 
increa e in tudent financial aid due to multi-year growth initiative); 
net increase of approximately 1.6%. 
Current budget assumptions based on hiring of 6 add. tenure track 
faculty with resulting 3.3 FfE increase (commensurate with 
enrollment & accounting for leaves) and 3.0 FfE additional staff. 
Allocate re ources to Strategic Priorities Initiative Fund to upport 
FY2014 initiative . 
8 
FSU's FY2014 Preliminary Budget Overview 
» Personnel Incremental Costs (3.3% increase) 
• Collective Bargaining; Additional Faculty and Staff; Student Jobs; Fringe Benefits 
Note: Faculty/staff increases budgeted at levels commensurate with enrollment growth 
» Non-Personnel Inflation (1.6% net increase) 
• Operations; Equipment; IT; Financial Aid; (Utilities) 
» Debt Service Net Increase 
• Parking Expansion; Science Project; O'Connor Repositioning; Energy Project 
, Enrollment Net Revenue 
• Revenue impact of anticipated enrollment increase 
,. State Funding Priority- Collective Bargaining Support 
• Impact of FSU line-item recommended funding 
Net Impact: {3.9% increase in aggregate student costs @ noted state support) 
Cost 
$1.4M 
$0.7M 
$0.4M 
{$0.5M) 
{$0.4M) 
$1.6M 
Fee 
Impact 
$350 
$175 
$100 
{$125) 
{$100)* 
$400 
* and/or add. 
financial aid 
9 
FY2014 Budget Development Process 
The University's recently developed Strategic Plan identifies strategic priorities with associated 
budget implications. Development of the FY2014 Budget and Five Year Pro Forma Budget 
anticipates funding of a Strategic Priorities reserve to support selective initiatives. Final consideration 
of the FY2014 University budget will be scheduled for the FSU Board of Trustees meeting in May. 
FY2014 Budget Development Process 
Governor's Budget Recommendation 
Trust Fund Budget Development Guidelines Issued 
Trust Fund Managers Develop Initial Budget Recommendations 
Administration, BPC, and BOT Review Budget Assumptions 
House Budget Recommendation 
Administration Refinement of Proposed Budgets 
Senate Budget Recommendation 
Board of Trustees Review/Approval of Final Budgets 
Reconciled Budget/Governor Veto Process 
FSU Process 
February 
March 
March 
April 
May 
State Process 
January 
April 
May 
June 
10 
FY2014 Budget Development Discussion 
FY2014 Budget Allocation Exercise- Example & Responses 
11 
FSU FV2014 Budget Development Exercise 
Instructions: 
Allocation exercises are requested for three scenarios: 
1) Base Scenario (State Funding Assumption: 1.6% increase) 
:\.ssunaption 
Collective Barg ining 
Sta t Appropri u on 
tudent Charge 
E nrollm nt 
lnflati niM jor lnitiat1ve 
Strate Priori tie und 
2) Level State Funding Support 
• 
ppr ed reements M M ) 
ln iual 2014 budget d vel pm nt plan ba ed on ovemor's A 
b udget- on -half of Hou 1 line-1tem recommendati n tncrease 
( 1.6 ). 
et. o prehm1.nary oUege 
to $400; assume aggre ate stud nt 
700 (3 lJf 
asc} . 
s u me 1,24 new tudent <f"rrst tim and transfers) enro1Jment and 
a gre at enrollm nt target f 4,025 total Day <fall) stud nts. 
en ral a sumpuon o 2 -3% inflation: m ~ r ex.cepnon 1n lud 
utiliti ex. n c ( coot ted rate). deer in n · ultant co and 
·ncrea e an tudent finnnci l aid due to mulu-year gt"Owth initiauve). 
locate r ource to trate ic Pnontte lnittative Fund to upport 
FY20J4 imu ttve 
0.0% State Funding increase as opposed to 1.6% Base Scenario State Funding increase 
3) State Funding Support at Collective Bargaining Amounts 
3.2% State Funding increase as opposed to 1.6% Base Scenario State Funding increase 
For each of these scenarios, adjust "Available Levers" with the result aggregating to the total figure noted at the bottom of that scenario column. 
Note: For adjustment to "Student Fees", the figures sign should be opposite to its action; for example o decrease of $50 in fees would essentially be represented as a cost increase and denoted as a positive $200K. 
Exercise Example : 
If you wanted to adjust the Base Scenario to accomplish the following: 
Add 2 additional faculty at a cost of $200K 
Add $50K to student financial aid 
Delete the library Project Strategic Initiative at a savings of $SOK 
You would need to adjust Student Fees by $2001< {shown as a negative) by raising fees $50 
Your adjusted Base Scenario, with changes totalling to $0, would be depicted as shown to the right: 
Budget Allocations Trade-Offs Exercise 
Non-Available "Levers: 
Available "Levers .. : 
Faculty Positions - every 1 TT faculty impact: $1001< 
Staff Positions - every 1 FTE staff impact: $80K 
Trust Funds support reductions/additions - every 1% change impact: $200K 
Student Fees - every $50 decrease/increase impact $200K Increase $SO 
Financial Aid Support - $1001< annual increase assumption 
Strategic Initiatives Pull-Backs/Additions: __ Delete Ubrary ProJect 
1) Qase Scenario 
Adjustments 
At Current Assumption 
s 200,000.00 
$ (200 000.00) 
s 50,000.00 
$ (SO 000.00) 
$0 
Non-Personnel lnJIOrlon Losrs 
Debt Service {already issued) Costs 
Further enrollment increases over projected (lack of capacity issue) 
Available "Levers": 
Faculty Positions - every 1 n faculty impact: $lOOK 
Staff Positions - every 1 FTE staff impact: $80K 
Trust Funds support reductions/additions -every 1% change impact: $200K 
Student Fees- every $50 decrease/increase impact: $200K Opposite s1gn to actwn: 
Financial Aid Support- $lOOK annual increase assumption 
Strategic Initiatives Pull-Backs/ Additions: -~--------
Italicized items note commitments already made; off-the-table 
Energy Performance Contract • Debt e/V/Ce Impact (noted reduction lfl Utiltt1es 
Comprehensive Campa1gn upport/Ra1zets Edge Package 
Maynard Bwlding Program - 3 Year ease/Operating costs 
Library Phase IV; Ma Hall Phase Ill Program 
SCience PrOJeCt Conrnbut1on ($2.0M FY13) • nnua/ Debt SeMce 
Parking Expans1o P OJeCt (S10.0M) • nnual Debt Senflce 
Dining Ex.pans1on - S3.8M proJeCt: $160K ann. Debt $vc. from GP-FOO(J Svc. 
Academic equipment and technology investments - net 
Shared rr security officer - contracted services • c::omponent 
Schedule 25 scheduling management $ystem 
Dlgttal Reposttory 
AdditionAl rnaooal A1d upport - mcorpomtPt11n 
Ath etiC ields Enhancements tud cost ( 
Crocker Hall D1sposmon 
Educat onal Technology classroom and labs equ•pment 
First Year retentton and degree comptet10n newrexpanded lmtaJtl~t 
Additional Academtc space tnvestments 
lntemships/Expenentlal opportunities expans1on 
Student recruitment support 
New Undergraduate degree programs (3) 
Academic programs accreditation support 
Faculty Development new opportunities 
New post-baccaulaureate and raduate program (2} 
New program concentrations upport (3) 
"Dig1tal Reposttory· 
PubliC Safety CerttfJCatlo 'A rmmg expenses 
Student readiness and advtsemen enhancements 
Student workforce readiness mlt1atives 
At-nsk student suppon servtce expansion 
Academic Structure Changes (Grad Dean-DGCE/Cig Ops Anc AdJ.) 
Strategic Initiatives Pull-Back Options 
Total FY2014 Strategic Initiatives Budgeted 
FY14 Initiatives 
$360.000 
$50000 
$42.000 
$50000 
$132.891 
$664.884 
$200.000 
$30,000 
$30000 
$24.000 
120 00 
100,000 
20.000 
$200.000 
Trust F\llds suppo 
Trust Fll'lds suppo 
TrustFtmssuppo 
$67.000 
$680,000 
$2,450,775 
1) Base Scenario 
Adjustments 
At Current Assumptions 
$0 
2) Level Funding Scenario 
Adjustments 
At Level State Funding 
($350,000) 
3) C. B. Funding Scenario 
Adjustments 
Full State Funding of C. B. Costs 
$350,000 
• )J 
• Development Exercise Responses • FSU FY20 
Scenario 1: Budget at Current Assumptions {1.6% state funding increase) 
Avallab•e "levers": BPC Responses Exec. Council Responses Dept. Chairs Responses Student Rep. Responses Averaged Responses 
Facufty Positions - every 11T faculty impact: $lOOK ~ .... __ 
. ·~- $47,222 .. $26,087 $100,000 $0 .. ,,- ~· $43,327 
Staff Positions - every 1 FTE faculty impact: $80K $36,111 '~·';;: $23,478 $4,286 ~ =·:; ($870) ~7.~3:~~ -r:J;:E.~ $15,751 
Trust Funds support reductions/additions - every 1% change impact: $200K $16,667 :!·» •. ' ($40,714) ~~:··~· ~] ·-~ ($65,217) ~ ... ($22,316) 
Student Fees - every $50 decrease/increase impact: $200K ($98,889) ($43,478} ($71,429) $43,478 ($42,579) 
Financial Aid Support - $lOOK annual increase assumption ($3,333} :t_J~~';---~ $1,739 .~~~~ -.. ,_·,!"~" $5,714 $19,565 $5,921 
Strategic Initiatives Pull-Backs/ Additions: ~- f:!'. - ··.- $2,222 _,...,. "- ~ ($7,826) $2,143 $3,043 ($104) ,-
so so so so so I Summary I Summary: 
Decrease fees $10; ~.,_. 
Raise fees $25 and hire add. Raise fees $10 and hire add. Raise fees $20 and hire add. no change in faculty/staff Raise fees $10; 
.4 FTE faculty & .4 FTE staff .3 FTE faculty & .3 FTE staff 1.0 FTE faculty & .0 FTE staff reduce trust funds $6SK add .4 faculty & .2 staff; 
reduce trust funds $40K add $20K to financial aid reduce trust funds $20K 
Scenario 2: Budget at Current Assumptions but with level state funding (0.0% state funding increase} 
Available "Levers": BPC Responses Exec. Council Responses Dept. Chairs Responses student Rep. Responses Averaged Responses 
Faculty Positions- every 1 TT faculty impact: $lOOK ; so ()26,087) ($14,286) ($60,870) ( 25,311) . ~ 
Staff Positions - every 1 FTE faculty impact: $80K {$8,167) -~ ~ .. ~--"- {)27,391) ..... ($60,000) ($56,522) "' ~ ~ ~-- .;;J';')i (C 38,Q2Q) 
Trust Funds support reductions/additions- every 1% change impact: $200K ($46,667) ;'..Y ~<"'~~r r;_ .. ()44,348) ~..._i'-f: I L >'· {$85,000) ' {$121,304) . . ~ { 74,330) . ~· .-
Student Fees - every $50 decrease/increase impact: $200K {$205,333) ($167,826) ($133,571) ( ~59,565) ($141,574} 
Financial Aid Support - $lOOK annual increase assumption ($11,667) ($20,870) ($15,714) { 25J652) {$18,476) 
Strategic Initiatives Pull-Backs/ Additions: {$78,167) {$63,478) {$41,429) ,. ~-~ .... { ~26,087) -~~~.z: ($52,290} .... 
(S350,000) ($350,000) (S350,000) ($350,000) ($350,000) 
Summary: I Summary I 
Raise fees $15; Raise fees $35; ~ 
-Raise fees $50 and cut trust Raise fees $40 and cut trust Raise fees $35 and cut trust cut .6 faculty and .7 staff; Cut .3 faculty and .S staff; 
funds and initiatives $1SOK; funds and initiatives $130K; funds and initiatives $140K; reduce trust funds $120K; reduce trust funds $75K; 
No cuts in faculty or staff Cut .3 faculty and .3 staff Cut .1 faculty and .7 staff reduce other $SOK reduce other $70K 
Scenario 3: Budget at Current Assumptions but with state funding covering collective bargaining costs (3.2% state funding increase) 
Available "levers": BPC Responses Exec. Council Responses Dept. Chairs Responses Student Rep. Responses Averaged Responses 
Faculty Positions - every 1 TT faculty impact: $lOOK $77,778 $128,261 $178,571 $119,565 ~126,044 
Staff Positions - every 1 FTE faculty impact: $80K ~,.,~ $138,056 <~ )89,130 $70,000 i $68,261 ~91,362 
Trust Funds support reductions/additions - every 1% change impact: $200K ~t::~ $21~38-9 ft""';-,;~-;:,·· )14,783 ~· .. ·:~~~:;~ SB-~571 : (S-1,304) ~10,860 
Student Fees - every $50 decrease/increase impact: $200K ($38,889) ~50,000 ($2,857) $81,304 >22,390 
Financial Aid Support - $lOOK annual increase assumption $31,111 ~ ., ~-~' :;;. $46,087 ~..._~.._ r • .'!i'_r'-'\.~~'1.;" • ~~~: .c"·~_:, $54,286 $76,522 $52,001 
Strategic Initiatives Pull-Backs/ Additions: ~ ~~~ ....- • _r $120,556 ~"i_~\'Ji~t. $21,739 ,-.:-~v~;,_ $41,429 $5,652 $47,344 
'"'" ... 
$350,000 $350,000 $3SO,OOO $350,000 $350,000 J Summary I Summary: $350,000 ~350,000 
Raise fees $10; Reduce fees $15; No change in fees; Reduce fees $20; Reduce fees $5; ~ 
Hire additional .8 FTE Hire additional1.3 FTE Hire additional1.8 FTE Hire additional1.2 FTE Hire add. 1.3 faculty & 1.1 staff 
faculty & 1.7 FTE staff; faculty & 1.1 FTE staff; faculty & 0.9 FTE staff; faculty & 0.9 FTE staff; $SOK addition to student aid; 
$140K add. initiatives & aid $130K add. initiatives & aid $lOOK add. Initiatives & aid $75K add. student aid ')SOK add trust fund/initiatives 
• 
• 
• 
Framingham 
State University 
Academic Affairs Updates 
March 26, 2013 
1. Tenure & Promotion: Candidates Reconunended; Evaluation Procedure Affinned 
(March 20, 2013, Meeting of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees) 
2. Hiring Update: Tenure-Track Searches (10 Complete, 3 in Progress) 
DeQartment/Position Search Status Faculty Hired Doctoral Institution 
Biology Complete (offer pending) 
I 
Biology I Chemistry C01nplete CD ~ I Ishara Mills-Henry Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Communication Arts In Progress 
Economics /Business Complete (j) b Erastus Ndinguri Louisiana State University 
Economics/Business In Progress 
English Complete Wl' Alexander Hartwiger University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Fashion Design & Complete 0)~ Seunghye Cho University of Oklahoma Retailing 
Food & Nutrition In Progress 
History Complete (offer made, 
pending) 
Political Science (Chair) Complete vJ Christopher La timer SUNY Albany 
Psychology Complete ~ Charles Sachs Columbia University 
Sociology Complete \jJ Khan Agartan SUNY Binghamton 
.............. 
Sociology I Criininology Complete cv~ Xavier Guadalupe- University of Central Diaz Florida 
OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
100 State Street PO Box 9101 Framingham, MA 01701-9101 • t 508-626-4582 £508-626-4592• www.frami.ngham.edu 
3. Honors U pdate-program is growing in size and proportion of total undergraduates seeking 
degrees 
Head count of Honors Students (5 
Sernester Honors UG Degree Pro rarn Seekin 
Fa112008 154 3,442 
Fall2009 137 3.,478 
Fall2010 129 3,523 
Fall2011 179 3,885 
Fall2012 211 ~147 
4. Library U pdate 
ears) 
%Honors 
Students 
4.5% 
3.9% 
3.7% 
4.6% 
5.1% 
• The Unive rsity' s new Digital C01nmons (our digital repository hosted by the Library) has begun . 
the website: DigitalC01nmons.Frainingham.edu Please see 
• Already th ere is a "Selected Works Gallery" and acade1nic departtnents are beginning to place 
on the C01nmons. their work 
• 
• 
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Framingham 
State Uni ersity 
Board of Trustees Update 
Human Resources and Legal Affairs 
Rita Colucci, Esq. 
March 26, 2013 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Completed projects include: 
• Spring 2013 Alumni Magazine and President's report. 
• Promotional materials for all diversity events, including Diversity and Inclusion Week 
events. 
• Design for companion logos for 175th anniversary. 
• Programs, invitations and other materials for Winter Commencement. 
• Continued generation of press releases appearing in the Boston Globe, Metro West Daily 
News and Framingham Patch on our Diversity Week. Stories include new CHOICE 
Internship Program; Power Plant Conversion; Dr. Conley being nan1ed Chair of United 
Way; Lifelong Learning Series; and Adjunct Professor Gerald Office sharing his business 
expertise with students. 
• Coordination of first-ever Winter Photo Contest. 
• Creation of logo, invitations and program for 50th Anniversary of Child Development 
Lab. 
• Promotional materials associated with Earth Day Week. 
COMPLIANCE 
• Completed drug and alcohol biennial review and report for faculty and staff. 
• Offered the following workshops on January 11, 2013 as part of the 2013 Campus 
Professional Development Days: 
o Legal Issues Workshop: Overview for Managers, Supervisors, and Faculty on 
Title IX, Title VTI, the Clery Act. 
o Title IX Workshop for Residence Life, Judicial Affairs, Judicial Board Hearing 
Members, Campus Police, and Title IX Coordinators. 
• Completed policy governing minors on campus. 
DIVERSITY 
• Offered the following diversity workshops during the 2013 Campus Professional 
Development Days: 
• o Communicating in the 21st Century 
o Power Lab, Group Creativity Exercise for President's Council 
• Implemented Diversity Dialogues, a weekly opportunity for the community to discuss 
diversity and inclusion topics. 
• Celebrated Diversity and Inclusion week with events and presentations focused on 
disabilities, globalism, African culture and traditions, multiculturalism, and LGBT 
awareness. 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
• Sixteen (16) ongoing faculty searches 
o Art & Music 
o Biology 
o Computer Science 
o Economics and Business (2 positions) 
o English 
o Psychology and Philosophy 
o Sociology I Criminology 
o Political Science 
o Corninttnication Arts 
o History 
o Consumer Sciences (3 positjons) 
o Acadentic Diversity Fellows (2 positions, FTT rene,wable for up to 2 years) 
• Ten (10) ongoing staff searches 
o Dean of Graduate Studies, Academic Affairs 
o Administrative Assistant I (.5 FTE), Academk Affairs 
o Staff Assistant - Financial Services, Business Office 
o Staff Assistant- Women's Basketball Coach/Intramurals Coordinator 
o Campus Police (2 Full-time Positions, 1 Temporary)- Campus Police 
o Staff Associate- Payroll Manager, Office of Human Resources 
o Director of Career Services and Employer Relations - Student Affairs 
o Clerk IV - Student Records 
Training Initiatives- Future Trainings/Webinars planned are: 
• 2013 Campus-wide Professional Development Days, held January 9-11. Forty-five 
sessions were offered over a three day period. Over 200 employees participated. 
W ellness Programs 
• Offered twelve wellness programs during the Professional Development Days. 
o Spring semester fitness classes include yoga, zumba, and pilates 
• Personal Trainer services at a discounted rate 
• Walk the Workplace Program- February 11, 2013- March 8, 2013 
UNIVERSITY POLICE 
See Campus Safety Report 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT 
March 26,2013 
The University Police Department continues to focus its efforts on community policing. As 
indicated below, it has recently brought on three new police officers and continues to search for 
remaining vacant positions. Officers continue to be active, contributing citizens of the campus 
community. 
Community Policing 
University Police offered a RAD (rape aggression defense) class this semester to female 
University students. The class has 15 students and was held on three nights. See next page for 
a list of training that University Police provided to the University community during calendar 
year 2012. 
Firearms Update 
There have been no incidents regarding firearms to date. Chief Medeiros is currently working 
on scheduling firearms training for the three newly hired police officers. 
Personnel/Vacancies Update 
Three new police officers were recently hired/promoted. Laura MacDonald, a seven year 
veteran of the University Police previously serving as the Communications Dispatch 
Supervisor, has an MS in criminal justice from Westfield State University. She will attend the 23 
week municipal police basic recruit academy beginning in June of 2013. Carmen Borrelli has a 
B.S. in criminal justice from Westfield State University. He holds the rank of Lieutenant in the 
United States Army and is currently a part-time municipal police officer in the Town of 
Northbridge. Alora Brock holds a BS in criminal justice from Mt Ida College. Alora is 
scheduled to attend the 23 week Municipal Police basic recruit academy June 2013. 
Interviews and recruitment for the communications supervisor position and a police officer 
position are ongoing. 
Training Update 
Currently all officers are going through the recertification process for less lethal use of force 
which includes use of pepper spray and police batons. CPR, AED, and first responder practical 
sessions are also taking place this week. 
Technology Upgrade 
University Police have fully implemented the technology purchased using the $141, 919.00 
grant from the Executive Office of Public Safety. Upgrades/ changes to the technology include 
a newly designed communication operation center console and an innovative computer aided 
dispatch system (CAD), including mobile devices that allow officers the ability to write and 
submit reports from their cruiser while staying deployed and visibly available for calls in the 
field . 
1/12/12: 
1/17/12: 
1/17/12: 
1/17/12: 
1/18/12: 
1/18/12: 
2/14/12: 
2/15/12: 
3/6/12: 
3/ 31 / 12: 
4/14/12: 
5/29/12: 
5/30/12: 
6/04/12: 
6/11/12: 
6/18/12: 
6/19/12: 
6/21/12: 
6/22/12: 
6/25/12: 
6/26/12: 
6/28/12: 
6/29/12: 
7/24/12: 
7/25/12: 
7/31/12: 
8/21/12: 
8/21/12: 
8/24/12: 
8/28/12: 
8/29/12: 
8/30/12: 
8/31/12: 
9/10/12: 
9/11/12: 
9/12/12: 
9/25/12: 
9/28/12: 
9/29/12: 
10/22/12: 
10/24/12: 
2012 FSU Police Crime Prevention Programs 
Dual Enrollment Student Orientation (PT /KW) 
First Year Student Orientation (PT /KN) 
RA Training- Alcohol and Drug Awareness (PT /KN) 
RA Training - Behind Closed Doors (PT /KN) 
Transfer Student Orientation (PT /KN) 
RA Training- New Hire(s) (PT /KN) 
New Employee Orientation (PT) 
FSUPD Lobby Bulletin Board redone (PT /SW) 
Sexual Assault Awareness (PT /KN/KW) 
Accepted Student's Day (KN) 
Accepted Student's Day (PT /KN) 
Transfer Student Orientation (PT) 
Transfer Student Orientation (PT) 
New Employee Orientation (PT) 
Black and Gold Orientation Training (PT /KN) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
Freshman Orientation (PT) 
RD Interview Panel (PT) 
RD Interview Panel (PT) 
RD Interview Panel (PT) 
RA Training-Alcohol/Drugs and Emergency Response (KN) 
Continuing Education Orientation (PT) 
RA Training Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence (KN) 
Freshman/Transfer Student orientation (KN /PT) 
Freshman/Transfer Student Orientation (KN /PT) 
Dual Enrollment Orientation (PT /JSW) 
RA Training (KN /PT) 
Dorm Safety Presentation, Larned and Towers (PT) 
Dorm Safety Presentation, North and O'Connor (PT) 
Dorm Safety presentation, Linsley and HM/PI (PT) 
Bike Extravaganza (JSW) 
Safety Speech Foundation Class-Maureen Fowler (PT) 
Homecoming Safety Table (PT /KN) 
New Employee Orientation (PT /JSW) 
RA Program Larned Hall. Alcohol Awareness (PT) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Famosi, Brooklyn 
O'Neal, Revathi 
Altsher, Deborah 
~ 
~ 
Ayotte, David ~ 
1~ • Casey, Mary ~' 
Livengood, Jacob 
Trant, Rachel 
Agartan, Kaan 
Guadalupe-Diaz, Xavier 
Latimer, Christopher 
Mills-Henry, Ishara 
• Ndinguri, Erastus 
ATTACHMENT 
March 26,2013 
Page 1 of4 
PERSONNEL ACTIONS 
STAFF PROMOTIONS 
Staff Assistant 
Registrars' Office 
Interim Assistant Director 
Registrars' Office 
STAFF APPOINTMENTS 
, Associate Director 
Financial Aid 
Staff Associate 
Human Resources 
Associate Director 
Development & Alumni Relations 
Director 
Career Services 
Director 
Fiscal Affairs 
Effective: 02/11/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $45,000.02 
Effective: 02/25/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $50,000.08 
Effective: 03/04/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $75,900.24 
Effective:03/18/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $65,000.00 
Effective: 04/09/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $60,000.20 
Effective: 04/01/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $70,000.06 
Effective: 03/18/2013 
Annual Salary Rate: $120,000.14 
TENURE TRACK FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 
Assistant Professor Effective: 08/25/2013 
Sociology Annual Salary Rate: $63,778.00 
Assistant Professor Effective: 08/25/2013 
Sociology Annual Salary Rate: $61,000.00 
Associate Professor Effective:08/25/2013 
Political Science Annual Salary Rate: $78,500.00 
Assistant Professor Effective: 08/25/2013 
Biology, Chemistry & Food Science Annual Salary Rate: $65,000.00 
Assistant Professor Effective: 08/25/2013 
Economics & Business Admin. Annual Salary Rate: $83,000.00 
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FULL TIME TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS 
Mancuso, Halcyon Instructor Effective: 01/17/2013 
English Contract Rate: $21,181.47 
Savini, Lisa Instructor Effective: 01/17/2013 
Chemistry & Food Science Contract Rate: $23,790.00 
FACULTY PROMOTIONS 
Alberti, Benjamin Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Sociology 
Correia, Marlene Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Education 
Dinkelacker, Stephen Associate Professor Effective:09/01/2013 
Biology 
Dow ling, Jennifer Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 • Communication Arts 
Enz, Michael Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Economics & Business Admin. 
Freedman, Shin Librarian Effective: 09/01/2013 
Library 
Gao, Zhenguang Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Computer Science 
Maibor, Carolyn Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
English 
McDonald, Timothy Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Art & Music 
Page, Robert Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Mathematics 
Parker, Lynn Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
English 
• Perry, Evelyn Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
English 
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Pilkenton, Sarah Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Chemistry & Food Science 
Plummer, Brianna Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Consumer Sciences 
Prehar, Cynthia Professor Effective: 09/01/ 2013 
Psychology & Philosophy 
Rutter, Virginia Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Sociology 
Schneider, Erika Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Art & Music 
Zoino-J eannetti, Julia Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Education 
• 
TENURE APPOINTMENTS 
Correia, Marlene Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Education 
Hakansson, Carl Assistant Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Geography 
Halfond, Greg Assistant Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
History 
Liebert, A viva Ass is tan t Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Biology 
Pilkenton, Sarah Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Chemistry & Food Science 
Schneider, Erika Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Art & Music 
Springer, Claudia Assistant Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
English 
• Thomas, Patricia Ass is tan t Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 Economics & Business Admin. 
Zoino-J eannetti, Julia Associate Professor Effective: 09/01/2013 
Education 
Veligor, Mark 
Yang, Chungsheng 
Austin, Sandra 
Beyer, Kathleen 
Dunne, Maureen 
J arnis, George 
Lazarus, Joyce 
Signes, Richard 
Mahler, Marguerite 
RESIGNATIONS 
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Associate Director Effective: 02/22/2013 
Development and Alumni Relations 
Assistant Professor Effective: 08/24/2013 
Modern Languages 
EMERITI 
Nursing 
Retired Professor 
English 
Retired Professor 
Economics & Business Administration 
Retired Professor 
Political Science 
Retired Professor 
Modern Languages 
Retired Professor 
Modern Languages 
Retired Professor 
Modem Languages 
Retired Professor 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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m Framingham 
~ State University 
Board of Trustees Update 
Topic: 
From: 
Division of Enrollment and Student Development 
Dr. Susanne Conley 
Date: March 26, 2013 
Enrollment Update 
The following figures show spring enrollment data for the entire university for Spring 2013 
with comparison from the two prior spring terms. These are "point in time" (03/11/13) 
comparisons after the conclusion of the add/drop period for each tern1 indicated: 
Spring Spdng Spring 
2011 2012 2013 
FTE 
Total Course FTE 4,214.1 4,634.2 4,782.6 +3 % 
Under raduate FTE 3.371.3 3,765.4 3,692.6 -2% 
Graduate Enrollment FfE 842.8 868.8 1,090.0 +25% 
Undu licated Headcount 
Under raduate Enrollment (total) 3,693 4,044 4,244 +5% 
Under ·aduate Enrollment (Da ) 3,196 3,585 3,592 
Graduate Enrollment (Headcount) 2,331 2,458 2,751 +12 
Total Headcount 6,024 6,502 6,995 +8% 
Admissions Update 
The target level for applications and acceptances for first-time, first-year students for Fall 
2013 has been met, supporting the current campaign's funnel theory, designed to produce 
825 first-time, first-year students and 375 new transfer students. Accepted Student 
Receptions will be held on April 6 and April 13 and will involve the participation of faculty, 
students, and staff representing every academic department and administrative area of the 
University. 
Student Affairs 
The annual student awards and recognition ceremony, to be held on April 23, will recognize 
over 500 students who hav been the recipients of merit scholarships, departmental awards 
and prizes for academic distinction, and President's List honors. Students who have 
demonstrated outstanding leadership during their time at FSU will also be honored. 
• 
Massachusetts Department of Higher Education 
Joseph Burchill 
One Ashburton Place, Room 1401 
Boston, MA 02108-1696 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Framingham State University 
100 State Street 
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701 
Dear Chair Burchill: 
TEL (617) 994-6950 
FAX ( 617) 727 ·0955 
WEB www.mass.edu 
February 26, 2013 
Richard M. Freeland, Commissioner 
Charles F. Desmond, Chairman 
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education 
Although you and I have talked since I received your letter responding to our request for comments on the 
Office of Trustee Relations, I would like to formally thank you for taking the trouble to write. As I believe you 
know, we have received a number of written responses to the draft description of the new office that we 
circulated and are in the process of summarizing and responding to the comments received . 
• 
Meanwhile, I'd like to express appreciation to you and the Framingham State University Board of Trustees for 
the careful attention that you gave to the proposal. I appreciate that you view the Office as having the potential 
to serve as a resource center for trustees, and that you welcome opportunities for enhanced orientation 
programs, as well as opportunities for enhanced communication between and among board members across 
the state. I understand, however, that your board, as well as other trustees, has expressed concerns with 
certain other aspects of the proposal, including whether the proposed accountability initiatives may become 
unduly burdensome and may discourage the recruitment and retention of qualified board members. As I 
indicated in my memorandum of December 21•, and when we met on February 6th, I view this as a continuing 
dialogue, and one of the first priorities of the new director will be to meet with members of the local boards to 
gain additional insight into how to best structure and develop this office to ensure that we are creating a helpful 
resource that will first and foremost serve as a source of support for local boards of trustees. 
Please be assured that we will be taking your comments into consideration as we continue to develop and 
refine the functions of this proposed new office. Thank you for your attention to this matter and thank you for 
your continued service and support for public higher education. 
On another front, Rachel Trant told me how much she enjoyed meeting you and how excited she is about her 
new position at Framingham State University. I have been working with her for the past few months and have 
formed a very favorable opinion of her. I think Framingham State University has made a wise choice in hiring 
her . 
• Richard M. Freeland Commissioner 
Notes on BHE Compensation and Evaluation proposed policv 
1. BHE asserts statutory authority to 'fix' presidential compensation 
2. Local BOTs recommend 
3. Will require local BOTs to take into account president's performance re system level goals 
4. Provides the Commissioner with a formal role in presidential evaluation, including goal setting 
5. Allows requests for inflationary, merit and/or equity adjustments 
6. Allows BOTs to include, with BHE approval- paid sabbaticals, tenure, excess benefit programs- as part of 
presidential compensation packages 
7. In addition to annual reviews, calls for more comprehensive reviews no less than three years from 
appointment and no less than every five years thereafter 
Notes on BHE Presidential Search . Selection. Appointment and Removal {SSAR) proposed policy 
J 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
BHE asserts statutory authority to appoint and remove presidents 
Returns to 1992 BHE policy, which was in effect until1999 when BHE delegated these functions to campuses 
BHE will appoint one voting member to local search committee 
Campus will develop a position description that will be reviewed by the Commissioner prior to its publication 
Establishes doctorate or equivalent as minimum qualification 
BOT to appoint search committee to include at least 3 Tru tees, other groups as noted; chair of search 
committee to be a Trustee ~ .AA IJ·-M'ur- P1Df'> -vo ~ /Yli.YY'~ &6 WYYJW1It-k.J:_ 
Search Committee subject to state's Open Meeting Law 
Search Committee or BOT 'will typically engage an executive search firm'. 
Search Committee to recommend unranked list of 3-5 qualified individuals, following thorough reference and 
background checks 
BOT to interview all qualified finalists 
"Clear understanding" at this stage between the Chair of the BOT and the Commissioner about essential 
terms of appointment and salary range 
BOT will transmit resumes of 3-5 finalists to BHE and Commissioner and invite participation in finalist 
interviews. BHE may elect to participate individually or through a committee. Following this participation the 
BHE or Commissioner will transmit comments to the BOT 
13. BOT votes in open session; must achieve majority vote 
14. BOT notifies Commissioner in writing and transmits resumes of all finalists to Commissioner 
15. Chair of BOT to negotiate final appointment terms and memorialize in writing; Commissioner to review 
Terms of Appointment "prior to its finalization with the recommended candidate and prior to its execution" 
16. Commissioner shall review all materials submitted and have opportunity to meet with recommended 
candidate (within 14 days); may meet with Chair of BOT, before transmitting to BHE for "consideration and 
formal action" 
17. Prior to approval, BHE 111must interview the local BOTs nominee" 
18. Acting president: appointment requires Commissioner approval; term of not more than one year 
19. BOT has authority to remove a sitting president at any time, subject to BHE approval 
20. BOT vote to remove president must be in open session, quorum required, roll call vote, Chair of Board voting 
last, "should receive votes of the majority of the Board's full membership" 
21. BHE to vote on recommendation of local BOT to remove president in open session, quorum required, "should 
receive votes of the majority of the Board's full membership" 
Timothy J. Flanagan, PhD - March 26, 2013 
• 
• 
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DRAFT 
Board of Higher Education Compensation and Evaluation Guidelines and Procedures for State 
Universities and Community College Presidents 
I. Introduction 
The quality of the Commonwealth's public state universities and community colleges is tied 
directly to the quality of the leadership provided by campus presidents. Public university and 
college presidents must be committed to the values of the institution and the education of their 
students!/ as well as to the missJon and purposes of public :higher education, Jnd.uding the 
economic, workforce and social needs of the community and the Commonwealth. Further, the 
civic and economic health of the Commonwealth are directly tied to the quality of education at 
our public institutions. Nine out of 10 Massachusetts public higher education graduates remain 
in state one year after graduation, working or pursuing further education. The 
Commonwealth's ability to attract and retain the very best presidents at our institutions 
depends, in large part, on the ability of campus boards of trustees to offer competitive 
compensation packages. 
The Board of Higher Education is responsible for "approving and fixing" the compensation, 
which includes salary and benefits, of the chief executive officer of each institution within the 
state university system and community college system. G.L. c. 15A, § 9(q) . The Board is also 
charged with, among other things, the responsibility to establish overall goals in order to 
achieve a well-coordinated, quality system of public higher education in the Commonwealth, to 
establish coordination between and among institutions, and to resolve conflicts of policies or 
operations. G.L. c. lSA, § 9. 
In order for the Board of Higher Education to be able to execute its statutory authority 
effectively, it must establish a coordinated, rational process to measure and evaluate the 
annual progress of an institution and its chief executive officer in meeting established statewide 
goals and performance measures, and for rewarding exceptional progress in this regard. To 
that end, the Board of Higher Education is issuing these Compensation and Evaluation 
Guidelines for state university and community college presidents. 
The Board is committed to an approach to state university and community college presidential 
compensation that attracts, motivates and retains the most highly qualified individuals possible, 
while being sensitive to the fact that we are stewards of public funds and public trust. These 
two guiding principles form the underpinnings of the Board's presidential compensation and 
evaluation policy and approach, which demands accountability, transparency and positive 
performance. In implementing this policy, the Board is also committed to the continuing 
assessment of the compensation environment, including an ongoing review of the policy's 
impact, and an adherence to common principles of equity applicable to all Massachusetts 
public higher education presidents . 
The authority to monitor and interpret this policy shall be vested in the Commissioner. 
II. Presidential Compensation 
The Board of Higher Education will"approve and fix" the compensation of campus presidents 
based on recommendations submitted by local boards of trustees consistent with the 
guidelines and procedures set forth herein, and in furtherance of the Board's broad statutory 
authority to, among other things, establish overall goals in order to achieve a well-coord inated 
quality system of public higher education in the Commonwealth. G.L. c. lSA, § 9 and 6. 
A. Establishing an Initial Salary for Newly Appointed Presidents 
The presidential salary for an initial appointment is established by the Board of Higher 
Education through a consultative process with local boards of trustees. Through consultation 
with the Commissioner, local boards of trustees are to develop and negotiate with the selected 
candidate Terms of Appointment for all initial presidential appointments. Such Terms of 
Appointment shall include compensation packages, including salary and benefits, and shall be 
submitted for Board of Higher Education approval. 
At a minimum, decisions on salaries of initial appointees shall be based on the professional 
experience of the candidate and institutional size, as well as the complexity and particular 
short-term and long-term challenges facing the institution. Equity considerations and 
comparative data on the salary ranges of current, sitting presidents in the Commonwealth's 
public higher education institutions shall also be taken into account. Consideration may also be 
given to data on salaries of presidents in comparable positions in the northeastern United 
States. Compensation proposals submitted for Board of Higher Education approval may include 
benefits consistent with these compensation Guidelines. 
B. Establishing Annual Compensation Adjustments for Sitting Presidents 
The Commissioner shall establish annual parameters for compensation adjustments for sitting 
presidents. Such annual parameters may include: 
1) an annual inflationary adjustment; and/or 
2) an annual merit adjustment. 
Annual inflationary adjustments and annual merit adjustments shall be calculated and fixed by 
the Commissioner, in consultation with the Executive Committee of the Board of Higher 
Education, and shall be communicated to the Chairs of the local board of trustees. 
2 
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Parameters for merit based adjustments will reflect successful performance related to 
institutional and system-level goals and objectives established consistent with the annual goals 
setting process set forth in Section Ill. 
Within the parameters established annually by the Commissioner, local boards of trustees shall 
recommend annual compensation levels for approval to the Commissioner, based on a written 
annual evaluation prepared consistent with the procedures set forth herein. 
In addition, once appointed, sitting presidents may be eligible for equity adjustments to their 
salaries, based on a review of comparable compensation data and market' analyses. Requests 
for equity adjustments may he initiated by the local board .of trustees and must be approved by 
the Board of Higher Education. Such request must be in writing, must set forth the grounds for 
such a request, and must be supported by data on comparable salaries and market analyses. 
No compensation adjustments will be approved by the Board of Higher Education and/or the 
Commissioner unless all annual evaluations are up to date an on file with the Department of 
Higher Education. 
C. Other Considerations in Setting Initial Salaries and Compensation Adjustments 
Other considerations to be taken into aG:count as initial or amended compensation packages are 
prepared for Board of Higher Education approval, include: 
• All presidents shall receive no less than the benefits that any non-union employee in the 
Commonwealth receives such as health insurance vacation and sick time, and 
retirement benefits either the State Retirement System or the Optional Retirement 
Program. . Cost of living increases provided to non-union employees will not be 
applied to institution presidents, unless expressly included in the annual parameters for 
compensation adjustments established by the Commissioner. 
• After an extended period of service in the presidency, paid sabbaticals for presidents, 
who are committed to staying at the institution, may be approved by local boards of 
trustees, the terms and timing of which shall be determined by the board of trustees, 
consistent with the parameters outlined in the Terms of Appointment, or in another 
Board of Higher Education approved document, such as a non-unit professionals 
handbook. 
• A faculty tenure process may be offered to any President who through experience 
qualifies for such tenure and who goes through the agreed upon governance process set 
at the local level for tenure. 
• Each local board of trustees is authorized to develop and implement an excess benefits 
program for the institution's President following state and federal requirements, 
including IRS guidelines, for such retirement benefits. The plan shall be approved by the 
Board of Higher Education prior to implementation . 
3 
Ill. Annual Evaluations 
Annual evaluations of presidents must be conducted by local boards of trustees. In addition to 
annual evaluations, more comprehensive reviews of Presidential performance must be 
conducted by local boards of trustees no less than three years from appointment for new 
presidents, and no less than every five years thereafter. A schedule of more frequent 
comprehensive reviews may be developed by local boards of trustees. 
At a minimum, each annual evaluation shall review and document presidential performance in 
the following two broad areas of presidential responsibility: 
• Attainment of or progress towards achieving annual institutional goals and objectives~ 
established by the local board of trustees, consistent with Section III.A below; and 
• Participation and leadership in Board of Higher Education system-level goals and 
activities~ established~ consistent with Section III.B~ below. 
A. Annual goal setting process: Institutional goals and objectives 
The local board of trustees shall annually engage in a goal setting process for presidential 
performance reviews, through which the board of trustees and the president will arrive at 
mutually agreed upon annual institutional goals and objectives for evaluating presidential 
performance. Such institutional goals may also include goals of an individual nature which are 
specific to the president or the campus. 
The annual goal setting process for institutional goals and objectives should include, but not be 
limited to, the following considerations: 
• Evaluation of institutional mission, goals and objectives, including the institution's 
strategic plan. 
• Interrelation of institutional goals with system-level goals 
• Institutional leadership and management skills: 
o Fiscal management and budgeting 
o General management and planning . 
o Decision-making and problem-solving 
• Personal attributes, including trust and integrity 
• Fundraising 
• Internal relationships/campus climate 
• External relationships/leadership in the community 
Institutional size~ complexity and particular short term and long term challenges unique to the 
institution should be taken into account in reviewing the above factors and arriving at annual 
institutional goals and objectives. The Commissioner shall have an opportunity to contribute a 
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system-level perspective to the annual goal setting process established by local boards for their 
work with college presidents. 
B. Annual Goal Setting Process: System-level goals and activities 
In addition to the institutional goals and objectives established through Section liLA, above, 
local boards of trustees shall evaluate their respective presidents' participation and leadership 
in advancing system-level goals and activities. At the beginning of each review cycle, the 
Commissioner shall notify the chairs of the local boards of trustees of the system-level goals 
and activitles to be taken into account during the review cyde . In deveJoping system-level goals 
and activities the Commiss'ioner shall consult with the Executive Committee and shall be 
informed by the metrics and accountability objectives established through the performance 
measurement system referenced in M.G.L. c. lSA, § 7A, along with any other Board approved 
goals. The Commissioner may also include goals of an individual nature which are specific to a 
president or campus. The evaluations of presidential work will consider and include institutional 
data linked to system-level goals and metrics. 
C. Conducting and Documenting the Annual Evaluation 
In structuring the evaluation document, local board of trustees should include separate sections 
which address each of the two areas of presidential responsibility (e.g., one section for 
institutional goals and objectives, and a separate section for system-level goals and activities) . 
In evaluating each area of presidential responsibility, the local board of trustees shall review 
and comment upon: executive skills, competencies and experience; institutional challenges; 
and the strengths and weaknesses of the incumbent. 
The evaluation document should also clearly state the process followed by the local board of 
trustees in conducting the annual review process, such as whether self-assessments, campus 
surveys or third party interviews were conducted, what documents or data were reviewed and 
whether a committee process were used. In addition, the Commissioner shall have an 
opportunity to contribute a perspective on the year's work by individual presidents as part of 
the annual campus level evaluation of presidents, and this information must be taken into 
account by the local board in recommending to the Board of Higher Education any adjustment 
in compensation. 
IV. Annual Evaluation and Compensation Adjustment Procedure 
A. In early to mid- June of each year, the Commissioner will initiate the annual review 
process by communicating to the Chairs of the local boards of trustees: 1) the 
timeframe for the completion of the annual reviews; 2) annual parameters for 
compensation adjustments, if available; and 3) the system-level goals for the succeeding 
evaluation cycle . 
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• If annual parameters for compensation adjustments are not available at the 
time the Commissioner initiates the annual review process, and the 
Commissioner will communicate the annual parameters as soon as they 
become available. 
B. Within 90 days of receiving the Commissioner's communication, the local board of 
trustees will conduct its annual assessment of their respective institution's president. In 
doing so, the Chair of each local board of trustees shall offer the Commissioner an 
opportunity to contribute a perspective on the year's work by the institution's 
president. The annual evaluation shall address institutional goals and objectives and 
system-~evel goais and activities, {see Section m, above), The Chair of each local board 
of trustees will forward a completed, written evaluation and compensation adjustment 
recommendation, including a two-page executive summary, to the Commissioner. 
C. Within 14 days of receiving the trustees' submittal, the Commissioner will conduct a 
preliminary review of the submittal to determine-whether the submittal is complete. If 
the submittal is not complete, the Commissioner may request additional information, or 
may notify the Chair of the board of trustees that: 
• the submittal will be sent to the BHE Executive Committee for further 
review; 
• the submittal is not consistent with the BHE guidelines; or 
• the Commissioner and the Chair of the BHE Executive Committee will be 
requesting a meeting with the Chair and the President. 
D. Upon determining that the board of trustees' evaluation submittal is complete, the 
Commissioner will review the submittal and offer written comments on the evaluation 
which shall include the Commissioner's perspective of the individual president's year's 
work on statewide goals, as well as the Commissioner's system-level perspective to the 
annual goal setting process. The Commissioner shall act on each compensation 
adjustment recommendation consistent with the scope of the authority delegated to 
him by the Board of Higher Education. The Commissioner may accept or reject the 
board of trustees' recommendation in whole or in part, and shall communicate his 
decision in writing to the Chair of board of trustees, with a copy to the Chair of the 
Board of Higher Education. 
E. The Commissioner's substantive review of the evaluation and compensation adjustment 
recommendation will be as expeditious as possible and, except in unusual 
circumstances, completed within 60 days of the date of receiving a complete 
submission. 
F. Through the evaluation process the Commissioner will communicate his system-level 
perspective to the annual goal setting process. The board of trustees shall consider and 
address the Commissioner's comments in preparing annual goals for the subsequent 
year. 
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• V. Continuing Assessment of the Compensation Environment 
• 
• 
In implementing this policy, the Board is committed to the continuing assessment of the 
compensation environment, including an ongoing review of the policy's impact, and an 
adherence to common principles of equity applicable to all Massachusetts public higher 
education presidents. To that end, a market analysis of presidential compensation will be 
conducted periodically for the presidents at the state universities and community colleges in 
the high-cost Northeast states, and of presidential compensation at public liberal arts colleges 
(for use with respect to the Massachusetts College of Liberal ArtsL colleges of art (for use with 
respect to the Massachusetts College of Art and Design) and maritime academies (for use with 
respect to the Ma-ssachusetts Marifim·e .Academy).. In addition, other studJes and analyses on 
presidential compensation may be commissioned by the Board of Higher Education from time 
to time to inform and advance presidential compensation decisions and the implementation of 
this policy. 
The Board of Higher Education will periodically offer trainings on presidential evaluation and 
compensation for institutional boards of trustees . 
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MEMORANQUM 
TO: Chairs, Boards of Trustees - State Universities 
FROM: Richard M. Freeland, Commissioner 
DATE: November 30, 2012 
SUBJECT: Presidential Search, Selection, Appointment and Removal Guidelines 
As you may know, on October 16, 2012, the Board of Higher"Education (SHE) adopted 
guidelines and procedures governing the .search, selection, appointment; and removal of the 
chief executive officers for the Community Colleges. The BHE took this action pursuant to a 
legislative directive in the FY2013 Budget, which reaffirmed the authority of the BHE to issue 
such guideHnes for both the Community Cotfeges and State Universities and, with1n this 
framework, required the BHE to issue new guidelines for the Community College segment by 
early·November, 2012. · 
During its October 16th meeting, the SHE passed a companion motion which asked the 
Department to ·explore and formulate, based on the SHE's existing statutory authority, 
recommendations on guidelines and procedures for the search, selection, appointment and 
removal of State University Presidents. Towards that end, I am forwarding for your information, 
and ·as a starting point for our discussion, the Board of Higher Education Guidelines and 
Procedures for the Search, Selection, Appointment and Removal of Community College 
Presidents, as adopted by the SHE on October ·16, 2012 (the "Guide·lines and Procedures"). 
ask that you review th~ Guidelines and Procedures and share with me your thoughts and 
suggestions to help inform the recommendations which I am charged to present to the BHE in 
March, 2013. 
Included in the attachment is the Board's Motion (FAAP 13-19),-through which_ the BHE 
approved the Guidelines and Procedures for Community Colleges. You may find the 
background information in this motion particularly hetpful, as it outlines the BHE's statutory 
authority and historical precedent for issuing such Guidelines and Procedures, summarizes the 
process the Department -used in developing the Guidelines and Procedures, and highligh1s 
points of interest in the final document. · 
This memorandum and the attached documents are being copied to your Presidents. In 
formulating your comments, I encourage you to discuss the attached documents wit;l your 
President$, as well as your fellow trustees, and contact me with any questions or concerns. It 
would be helpful if we oould receive your comments by January 11, 2013. Please send your 
comments to me at: Commissioner.Freeland@bhe.mass.edu. 
I will also ~ attending your State Universities Trustees dinner on December 11, 2012, and hope 
that we will have an opportunity to discuss the Guidelines and Procedures at that time. 
I shourd arso mention 1hat we will be working on revised compensation and evaluation 
guidelines for both Community College and State University Prestdents over the next three 
months. My hope is to make recommendations on this matter at the March meeting -of the BHEt 
at the same time that we discus$ the guidelines for State University Presidential searches. 
I look forward to hearing from you and seeing you on December 11th. Thank you for your 
attention to this matter and thank you for your continued service and support for public higher 
education . 
Cc: State University Presidents 
Vincent Pedone, Executive Officer, State University System Council of Presidents 
- ... -··· -·-····- -----
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BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE AND BOARD ACTION 
COMMITTEE: Fiscal Affairs and Admfnlstratlve Polley NO.: FAAP 13-19 
COMMITTEE DATE: October 9, 2012 
BOARD DATE: October 16, 2012 
APPROVAL OF GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR. THE SEARCH, SELECTION, 
APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDENTS 
MOVED: 
Authority: 
Contact; 
The Board of Higher Education approves the attached Guidelines and 
Procedures for the Search, .Selection~ Appointment and Removal of 
,Community College Presidents. 
The Board of Higher Education further acknowledges the existence of 
current Presidential compensation and evaluation guidelines and 
directs the Commissioner, in consultation with the Executive 
· Committee or an ad hoc Committee of the Board, to review the 
compensation and evalua.tion guidelines ln light of current data and 
best practices and propose any necessary revisions for Board of 
Higher Education review and approval in time·for implementation 
during the FY2013 Presidential evaluation proc~ss. 
M.G.L c. 15A, § 6l 9 and 21: Section 172 of Chapter 139 of the Acts 
of2012 
Constantia T. Papanikolaou, General Covnsef 
-------- --
Background 
The FY2013 Budget reaffirmed the authority and responsibility of the BHE to issue 
guidelines and procedures governing the search, sefection, appointment, compensation, 
evaluation and removal of the chief executive officers for both the community colleges 
and state universities, citing to the BHE's statutory authority to:· 
• approve presiden~ial appo_intments and removals (M.G.L. c. 15A, § 21 ); 
• approve and fix presidential compensation ( M.G.L. c. 15A, § 9(q)); and . 
• establish coordination between and among post .. secondary public institutions and 
· to resolve conflicts of polices or operations arislng ln pubJic hJgher education. 
(M.G._L. c~ 15A, § 9(u)). . 
See Section 172 of Chapter 139 of the Acts of 2012'. Within this framework, the · · 
legislature required the BHE .to "issue new Presidential guidelines and procedures for 
~ommunity colleges by November, 2012. 
In order for the SHE to be able to effectively execute its statutory authority regarding 
Presidential appointments, removals and compensation adjustments·, it must establish a 
coordinated, consistent and rational process for evaluatiryg the recommendations made 
by local Boards of Trustees. To that end, and consistent with FY2013 Budget language, 
the BHE issues the attached Guidelines and Procedu.res for the Search, Selection, 
. Appointment and Removal Community College (the "Gllidelines"), and delegates to the 
Commissioner the authority to act on behalf of the BHE as specified In the Guidelines. · 
M.G.L. c. 15A, § 6. The BHE further acknowledges the existence of current Presidential 
compensation and evaluation guidelines and directs the Department to review the 
current guidelines. and propose to the BHE any nec~ssary modifications or updates for 
FY2013 implementation. · 
Search. Selection. Appointment and Removal Guidelines 
The attached Guidelines are based on the BHE's 1992 Policy for the Conduct of 
Presidential Searches (the "BHE 1992 Policy'} for community college and state 
university presidents. The BHE 1992 Polfcy was issued in April 19921 and was in effect 
until June 1999, at which time the BR E delegated to the campuses the development and 
implementation of policies and procedures for the selection of a president for their 
respective institution, explicitly reserving, however, the policy that a candidate selected 
by the board of trustees as the nominee must be interviewed by the Commissioner prior 
to ~ recommendation to the Board of Higher Education for final approval. See BHE 99-
05 (June 15, 1999). 
1 In May, 1982 the SHE, through its predecessor entity, the Board of Regents, issued 
two policies regarding the search and selection process for chief executive officers of 
public higher education institutions: a Policy for the Conduct -of Searches for the Office of 
President or Chancellor, and Guidelines for College and ·University Presidential Search 
and Selection Procedures. The May, 1982 policies were superseded and replaced by 
the BHE 1992 Policy. See HEC A&F 92~12 (Aprll14, 1992). 
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The BHE is reinstating the scope and substantive requirements of the BHE's.1992 
Policy, with a few additional elements. Highlights of the proposed differ~nces Qetween 
the BH~'s 1992 Policy and the attached ~uidelines include: . · 
• .: ;_ FY2013 Budget language requires the BHE to appoint ~o each. search committee 
for a community collega and state ·university president, one voting member. The 
draft Guidetines adds thi-s requirement for community college searches and· 
delegates the authority to the Commissioner to appoint ~ - member. 
• Updates the minimum educational requirements for a campus president · 
consistent with the national norm. 
• Stresses better, on-going communication between .the chair of the search _.. \-;:? ~~ • 
committee and the Commissioner throughout the search and selection process. (f ~ f-
• The search committee must provide the institution's local Board of Trustees .- rt .j\~ 1.-.~)h 0 
{BOT) and the Commissioner the opportunity to review the applications of the "' [)O\' JfJ 1 •. /lfl 
pool of candidates selected for interviews by the search committee; either the v--rru 1..;JJ)IJv-BOT or the Commissioner may ask that additional candidates be sought before \ (1 rv 
interviews proceed. 
• More thorough background aod reference checks will be required of the final 3 to 
-5 candidates selected by the search committee for final Interviews, prior to public tv 
announcements. t 
.,... 0 r{)trl( ·.r' t vJ 
• The BOT shall extend to the BHE and the Commissioner the opportunity to -\~¥ 
interview candidates selected as finalists by the ~earch committee as part of the 
candidate visits to the campus to meet with various constituencies. 
0
/ / 
./ cJ';: Q rY; • The draft Guidelines also includes ~ section on the appointment of an acting or 
interim president, the terms of which are essentiaUy the same as those in the 
BHE 1992 Policy. There are, however, two differences between the two 
documents. Specifically, the BHE 1992 Policy included explicit limitations that an 
acting president: 1) must meet the same minimum qualifications as are required 
. of a permanent president, and 2) cannot .be appointed as a permanent president. 
The draft Guidelines allow for some BOT flexibility on these two points in 
extraordinary circumstances, based on the needs of the institution. Also, the 
authority to set the compensation of the acting/ interim president is clearly 
delegated to the--Commissioner. 
• FY2013 Budget language requires the Department to Issue guidelines and 
procedures for the "removal" of Presidents, which was not previously addressed 
in the 1992 Policy. To that end, proposed minimum guidelines and procedures 
for the removar of presidents are included for the first time in these draft 
Guidelines. · 
Compensation and Evaluation Guidelines 
FY2013 Budget language also asked the SHE to issue "compensation and evaluation" 
guidelines and procedures. The BHE, however, currently has compensation and 
• 
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evaluation guidelines in place. T~e BH.E~s current guidelines, whi.ch are entitled 
"Compensation Guidelines for State-University and Community College Presidents, It 
were initially passed in April 2005, amended·in Dece11Jber 2005 and· most recently·· 
updated in Apri1200B. The BHE's current "Compensation Guidelines" iJJclude evaluation 
·criteria which.local boa·rds'o( trustees are to·take into account·in:reviewing presidential · · 
·performance· and recommending annual compensation adjustments,· and the BHE- and 
the Commissioner are ·.likewise to take into accou·nt in calcufating and fixing 
compensation adjustments, including merit based adjustments. · The BHE recognizes 
the existing compensation and evaluation guidelines and directs the Commissioner to 
work with 'the Executive .Committee to review thE! document in the coming year, and 
propose any recommended changes to the BHE Jn tlme for implementation during the 
FY2013 Presldentia! evaluation cycle, which typically commences in the spring of each 
year. 
.·· . 
. '\ 
•' • ~· I 
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I. Introduction 
Chapter 15A provides that the Board of Trustees for each state university and 
community college shall appoint and remove the institution's president subject to the 
approval ofthe ·Board of Higher Educatton. G.L. c.15A, § 21. The FV2013 Budget 
incluoed a· requirement that the Board of Higher Education (BHE) establish guidelines 
and procedures for the search, selection, appointment and removal of the chief 
executive officers of community colleges. Section 172 of Chapter 139 of the Acts of 
·2012. Section 9 of Chapter 15A further erovides that the SHE shall "approve ar:Jd fix the 
compensation of the chief executive officer of each institLJtion.'' in·furtherance of these 
legislative requirements~ and consistent with tht? SHE's responsibility to establish overall · 
goa·fs in order to achieve a weJ1-coordinated, quality system of pubHc higher education in 
the Commonwealth, to establish coordination between and among Institutions, and to 
resolv~ conflicts of policies or operations, th~ BHE issues thes~ guidelines and 
procedures for the search, selection, appointment and removal of the chief executive 
officers at a community college. G.L. c. 15A, § 9. 
The authority to monitor and interpret this policy shall be vested in the Commissioner of 
Higher Education. · 
II. Search and Selection 
. . 
A .. Initiation of the Presidential Search 
When a local 'Board of Trustees wishes to initiate the search for a new president, It shall 
so inform the Commissioner in writing. This notification shan occur at the earliest stage 
of the search process, prior to the appointment of a search committee or the selection of 
an executive search firm (where applicable). 
To help ensure a ~uccessful outcome of the search, it is essential that communiCation 
between th~ Board of Trustees/search commtttee and the Commissioner's office be 
maintained throughout the search process. 
B. Position Description and Announcement 
The leadership needs of an institution vary widely at different stages of its historical 
development. For this reason, ~he local Board of Trustees is strongly encouraged to 
begin the presidential se.arch process by undertaking a careful assessment of the 
institution's current status and future goals. Such assessment shall include 
attentiveness to regional and statewide needs and goals-, and the institution's capacity to 
function within an integrated system. · 
Based on this assessment, the Board of Trustees (or the search committee, if so 
delegated by the Board of Trustees) should develop a reasonably detailed position 
description and .announcement. The Commissioner shall be provided a reasona6 e 
opportunity to review and comment upon the draft position aescription fqr a new 
president prior to its publication. The Commissioner .shall ~ct with reasonable di~patoh 
and shall share his comments, _along with his prelfmlnary-thoughts regarding essential 
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terms of appointment and an appropriate salary range, with the chair of the Board of 
Trustees. 
The presidential position ·description and announcement shall be placed in at feast one 
major. national pl:Jblication serving the higher education marketplace, and in-such ·other 
local and-national publications as are necessary to attract a. sufficiently large· and diverse · · 
pool of qualified applicants. 
C. Minimum Qualifications 
All new presidents shaH- reflect the education and experience that represents the highest 
levels· of qualifications for such positions. A well documented history of organizational 
leadership and proven ·success In rneetin·g.speciflc perlormance goals and objectives is 
required. · 
The minimum-qualifications f!Jr a president.shall therefore be as follows: 
Education 
• An earned doctorate (including but not limited to a Ph.D., J.D., or Ed .. D.), . 
coupled with substantial" experience relevant to the segmental mission and 
needs of the institution. ~n exceptiofla~ circumstances, an earned masterls 
degree, coupled with subst~ntial ·exp(:lrience relevant to the segmental · 
mission and nE!eds of the institution, may satisfy min·imum educational 
requirements. 
Experience 
• Substantia! experience in a senior man~gement position in higher educ~tion. 
· or : 
• Substantial experience in a senior management position in a field outside 
higher education, where suoh experience is deemed ·relevant to, and provides 
a basis for judging, the candidate's capability to serve as a college president. 
D. Search Committee Selection, Procedure~ an~ ~~~ponsibllities· 
1. Selection and composition of the search committee 
The Board of Trustees shaH appoJnt a presidential search committee that includes a 
minimum oflhree Trustees and at least one individual from each of the major campus 
constituencies (students, faculty, prof~ssional staff, non-unit staff and support staff). In 
addition, one voting member shall ~~ appointed by the Commissioner. Other indiyiduals, 
including but not lirnited to alumni/ae, community representatives, and distinguished 
educators frorn other institutions, may be included on the search committee at the 
discretion ·of the Board.- of Trustees. The search committee should not normally exceed 
nine to thirteen voting member~. The chair of tne search committee shall be. designated 
by the·. eoard of Trustees from amo.ng the Trustee mem~e~s of the search committee . 
. a 
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The process .for selecting search committee members from campus constituencies shall 
be determined by the-Board of Trustees; provided, however, that the .Board ·of Trustees 
shall provide an opportunity for any member of the college community to express 
interest in, and be considered for appoir-ttment. If the Board wishes to solicit nominations 
from any organization, including any employee organization, It shall require that such 
organization. submit at feast two nominees for each available committee vacancy. The 
Board shall make all reasonable efforts to ensure an adequate representation of minority 
. and female members on th~ search committee. · 
The college Is affirmative action officer shall serve as a non~voting member of the search 
committee; shaH have access to aH committee materials and candidate flies; and shall be 
invited to attend all meetings, including any executive sessklns, of the search committee 
or any subcommittee thereof. 
2. Search committee procedures 
The Board of Trustees should approve .a budget for the ~earch com_mittee that includes 
the following, where applicable: administrative or other support staff hired by or 
assigned to the search committee; supplies, stationery, and postage; travel and lodging 
for out~of-state candidates; visits to the home campuses of candidates; executive search 
·firm fees; background and reference checks; and other related expenses. Members of 
the search committee shall notbe compensG~ted for their service but may be reimbursed 
for reasonable expenses connected_with the search that are: 1) provided for ln the 
budget, and 2) approved in advance by the chair of the search committee . 
The chair of the search committee should appoint a secretary to the committee. The 
secretary's duties may inClude scheduling meetings and inteNiews; making travef 
arrangements for presidential candidates; maintaining committee files; preparing 
· agendas, minutes, reports, and correspondence with candidates; and ensuring the 
Committee's compliance with the Open Meeting Law. 
I. Open .Meeting law and required trainings 
As a special committee of the Board of Trustees, the presidential search committee is a 
"governmental body' subject to the state's Open Meeting Law, G.L c. 30A, §§ 18-25. · 
At the outset of the search process, the search committee must be fully trained on, and 
provided a copy of the Open Meeting Law. The c9mmittee must also be trained on the 
applicable provisions of the Public Records Law. 
ID accordance with the Open Meeting Law procedures established by the Attorney 
General's Office, a nojice of every search committee m~eting must be posted on a 
website and a copy filed with the S~cretary of State, at least 48 hours prior to the 
meeting. G.L. c. 30A, § 20; 940 CMR 29.03. Accurate minutes must be kept and 
become a part of the public record. Except as provided under the Open Meeting Law, 
and as otherwise provided in the Attorney General's regulations, interpretive guidance 
and rulings on the law, search committee meetings must be open to the public, in order 
to ensure transparency of the Presidential search process Please note, however, that 
many candidates for a presidential position may. agree to be considered only if they can 
be assured that their candidacy will remain confidential . until they reach the final stages 
of the process. The~e . is a strong public interest in ensuring that the Commonwealth can 
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attract tl)e best possibie pool of qualified candidates for this important position. For these 
reasons, it is permissible for public bodies, such as a search committee. to me~ in 
executive session to screen, discuss and interview applicants during the preliminary, 
scre.ening stages of a search. Since, however, this is an area of the Open Meeting ·law 
subject to changing interpretation,··the chair of the seareh committee is urged·to consult 
the .General" Counsel of the Board of Higher· Education or his/ her· designee before · 
determining final procedures with respect to this point. 
II. Confldent!ality, Communications and Record Keeping 
Su,Pject to the requirements of the stateJs Open Meeting and PubUc Record-Laws, 
members of the ·search committee shaH protect the conftdenti!=llity of the search process. 
Committee files anq candidate application materials shall be kept in a secure area, and 
maintained consistent with Public Records Law requirements. Access to these materials 
·shall be restricted to the members of the search committee and such other Individuals 
who, having a direct. role in the search process, · are specifically so authorized by the 
chair. To facilitate review by committee members, the chai'r may autho'dze the 
production of one or more duplicate copies of candidate application materials and/or 
secure electronic access. · 
All communication$ from the search committee, Including responses to media· inquiries, 
shall be handled solely by the chair of the search committee or his/her designated 
spokesperson. The chair or his/her designee should 1$sue· periodic progress reports on 
the search to the college community and to the Commissioner. 
A written record of the search· committee's activities, proceedings, an~ decisions shalt be 
maintained, including minutes from each meeting conducted by the search committee,_ 
whether. held in open or executive session. This record shafl include a summary of the. 
steps taken to ensure affirmative action in the sear-ch and a statistical analysts ofthe 
applicant pool at each stage of the search process. ·. 
3. Use of executive search firms 
The Board of Trustees or the search committee (with the Board's approval) will typically · 
engage an execl,rtive search firm to assist in the conduct of the search. Such · a firm may 
be contracted to provide any or all of the following services: 
• Developing an institutional profile or other background !llCiterials on the college. 
• Preparing and placing advertisements. 
• Identifying and ·soliciting· applications from qualified candidates. 
• Preparing and processing· correspondence With candid.ates. · 
• Responding to candidate inquiries and information requests. 
· • Making travel and fodging arrangements fo~ out-of-state candidates. 
• Conducting background and referE?nce· checks· on applica.nts. 
. • Other related. services. .. · 
fn no case shall an executive search firm be ~elegated authorrty that is appropriately 
ves~ed in Board ot Tru~tees~ or the search committee, as delegated by the. Board of 
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Trustee . . At the discretion of the search committee, the search firm may screen the initial 
applicant pool to determine which ·candidates meet the minimum qualifications set forth 
in the position description. The search firm shall not screen or select candidates for 
further consideration. 
The Board of Trustees and/or the search committee should solicit and. consider 
proposals from a number of qualified executive sea·rch firms. Upon request, .the Board 
of Higher Education shall furnish a list of executive search firms known to have interest 
and/or experience in presidential searches, including firms that have previously worked 
for other public colleges in the Commonwealth. 
fn select1ng an executive search firm, the Board of Trustees and/or the search . 
committee shall take into specific consideration evidence of each firmJs commitment to 
and experience in affirmative action recruitment. · 
4. ResponsibiJitles of the search committee: screening. interviewing and 
recommending c.andfdates · 
The searc~ committee shall serve in an advisory .capacity to the Soard of Trustees, 
which has statutory authority to appoint the president of the institution, subject to 
approval of the Board of Higher Education. The Board of Trustees' charge to the search 
committee should set forth the Trustees' expectations, as vyell as the scope of the 
authority granted to the -search comr:nittee . 
The committee shall oversee the entire presidential ~earch process, including all 
correspondence with candidates, solicitation and acknowledgement of references, and 
other communications and report$. The committee shall screen and evaluate all 
applications, and shall select candidates for interviews. · The search committee shall 
provide the Board of Trustees and the Commissioner the opp_ortunity to review the 
applications of the pool of candidates selected for interviews by the search committee. 
The Board of Trustees and the Commissioner shall act with reas()nable dispatch in 
conducting such a review, and shalt' have the authority to ask that additional candidates 
be sought before interviews proceed. 
The committee shall interview candidates for the presidency and shall recommend to the 
Board of Trustees an unranked list of no less than three (3) and no more tha five (5) 
q alified candida~es. Prior to making its recommendation, the search committee shall 
ensure that thorough reference and bapkground checks are completed on all of the 
recommended finalists, and that the finalists understand that their appointment will be 
subject to a State Police Background check which will be facilitated by Department of 
Higher Educ_ation staff. In making·its recommend~tions, the search committee shall 
transmit to the Board of Trustees the resume and all other releyant application materials 
for each of the three to five recommended tina fists. The. search committee may also, at 
its dlscretion, provide a summary of the perceived strengths and weaknesses of each 
c~ndidate, but under no circumstances shall the committee rank order the candidates . 
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. Selecting a Recommended Candidate 
The Board of Trustees shall review the materials submitted by the search com_mittee and 
interview each of the recommended finalists in open· session. In conjunction with such · 
interviews, the Board may provide an opportunity for.·students, faculty, and staff to · meet 
informally with the candidates. The Board may also conduct such additional background 
and reference checks, including visits to candidates' home car:npuses or workpr?ces, as 
it deems necessary. By this stage of the process. there should be a dear understanding 
betvveen the chair of the Board of Trustees and the Commissioner regarding essential 
. terms of appointment and an appropriate salary range~ so that the chair of the Board of 
Trustees can ensure that the leading candidates have appropriate expectations prior to 
the ·soard of Trustees' vote to recommend a finalist to the Board of Higher Education. 
The Board of Trustees shall extend to the Board of Higher Education and· the 
Commissioner the opportunity to interview candidates selected as finalists by the search 
committee as part of candidate visits to the campus to meet with various constituencies. 
To that end, the Board of Trustees shall transmit to the Commissioner the resumes and 
all other relevant application materials for each of the three to five recommended finalists 
for review. The Board of Higher Education may, at its election, exercise its option to 
interview the candidates either by acting as a whole or through a committee. The Board 
of Higher Education and the Commissioner shall promptly forward any comments on the 
finalists to the Board of Trustees, for the Board of Trusteesl review and consideration 
prior to voting on .a recommended appointment. The Board of Higher Education and the 
Commissioner's comments shall be limited to their general impressions of-the 
candidates, and shall not include a recommendation of any specific candidate. 
In accordance with the Open Meeting Law, the Board of Trustees shall vote to 
recommend the appojntment of a president in open session, with a quorum present 
The vote should be conducted by roJI catl, with the. Chair of the Board voting last. If no 
candidate receives the required majority, the process may be repeated as often as 
deemed n~essary by the Board. To avert potential controversy or legal chatrenge, the 
recommended appointee should receive the votes of the majority of the Board's full 
membership. 
F. Reopening a Search 
If the Board of Trustees rejects an candidates submitted by. fhe search committee, the 
Trustees may 1) request that the search· commiHee reevaluate the credentials of other 
candidates in the pool and submit the name(s) of any additional recommended 
candidate(s):· 2) direct the existing search committee to reopen the search; or 3) appoint 
a new search committee to conduct a reopened search. The Trustees shall not, 
however, require the search committee to submit the name of any specific candidate; · .. 
nor shalf the Trustees vote to recommend the appointment of any individual whose 
name has not been duly submitted by the se~rch committee. 
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Ill. Appointment of a .President· 
A ·Board of Trustees Procedure for Recommending the Appointment. of a 
· Candidate to the Board of Higher Education . 
Once the Board of Trustees has voted to recommend to the Board of Higher Education 
the appointment of a president, .it shall so notify the Commissioner in writing. The Bo~rd 
of Trustees shall also promptly forward to the Commissioner copies of the resumes and 
other relevant application materials of all finalists interviewed by the Soard of Trustees 
and a summary of the search process, which shall include a statement of the steps 
taken to ensure affirmative action and a statistical analysis of the applicant pool at each 
stage of the search process. · 
Upon majority vote taken by the Board of Trustees, the Chair of the Board of Trustees 
. wrll negotiate with the recommended candidate proposed appointment terms, including 
compensation terms, consistent· with the guidelines. in Section IV, below, and shall 
memorialize the negotiated terms in writing. A template for use in drafting proposed 
Terms of Appointment shall be provided by the Department of Higher Education staff. 
The Board of Trustees, shall forward to the Commissioner proposed Terms of 
Appointment, for the Commissioner's review and comment prior to its finalization with 
the· recommended candidate and prior to its execution. 
The Board of Trustees shall arrange for a State Police background check, or a similar 
· background check performed by another qualified agency, firm, or lndividual l on the 
recommended candidate . A copy of the.results of such background investigations shall. 
be forwarded to the Commissioner. 
B. Board of Higher Education and Commissioner Review and Approval of the 
Board of Trustees' Recommended c-andidate for Appointment 
After a nominee has been selected by the Board of Trustees, the Commissioner shall 
review the materials submitted by the Board of Trustees in support of the recommended 
candidate and shall have an opportunity to meet with the presidential candidate 
recommended by the Board of Trustees. 
Within 14 days of receiving the Board of Trustees' submittal, the Commi~siorier will 
review the submittal to determine whether it is complete and consistent with the Board of 
Higher Education guidelines. If riot, then the Commissioner lm~y ·request a meeting with 
the chair of the ·Board of Trustees to discuss the. submittal further. Upon determination · 
that the Board of Trustees' subrnitt~l is complete and .consi~tent with the BHE guidelines, 
the Commissioner will promptlyfoi'Ward tne submittal, along with his recommendation, to 
tpe Board of Higher Education for consi~eration and formal action. 
The appointment of the presfdent shalf not be effective until and unless it is approved by 
the Board of Higher Education, and any public statements made by the Board of · 
Trustees prior to Board of Higher Educati9n approval shall clearly reflect the same. Any 
press releases by the local Board of Trustees in this regard shall' be coordinated with the 
Department of Higher Education . 
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At the meeting of the Board of Higher Education during which the presidential · 
appointment is to t?e acted upon, the Commissioner shall be provided an opportunity to 
comment on the conduct of the search process and to offer f)islher recommendation 
concerning the proposed appointment. The Board of Higher Education shall also be 
presented with proposed Terrns ·of Appointment, for review and approval, as well as all 
other supporting documents submitted by the Board of Trustees. :Prior to voting on the 
appointment, the Board of Higher Education must interview the local ~oard of Trustee's 
nominee. The Board of Higher Education may, at its discretion, interview the · 
presidential nominee during a regular or special Board meeting. · · 
Nothing In these guideHnes and procedures shall be deemed to restrict ot prohibit the 
Soard of Higher Educat1on from delegating to the C-ommissioner the authority to. approve 
presidential appointtr1ants. Neither shall these guidelines or procedures prohibit the 
Board of Higher Education from delegating to the Commissioner or a committee of the 
Board of Higher Education the· authority to approve a presidential appointment during the 
months of July and August or during any other extended period in which the Board of 
Higher Educ~tion is not scheduled to meet. 
IV. Terms of Appointment 
The Terms of Appointment for all initial presidential appointments .are to be developed 
and negotiated by the local Board of Trustees following these guidelines, and must be 
approved by a formal vote of the Board of Higher Education, unless othervvise delegated 
to the Commissioner .. Proposed terms of appointment should address all a.spects of a 
president's appointment and must, at a minimum, address compensation packages, 
including salary and benefits. as well as evaluation processes and notification of rer11oval 
and termination rights. 
A Compensation for Initial Presidential Appointments 
The Board of Higher Education is responsible for setting.the compensation, which . 
includes s~lary and bene.fits, for the chief e~ecutive officer of eacti institution within tne 
state university system and community college system. G.L. c. 15A, § 9(q) · 
The Board of Higher Education is committed to an approach to president compensation 
that is set at rates which assure the recruitment of th~ best cqndidates possibJe. with a 
sensitivity to public concerns about public salaries. Decisions on presidential salaries for 
initial appointments shall be ba~ed on the professional exj:,erience of the c~.mdidat~. 
institutional $lze, as well as the complexity and partieufar short term and long terms . . 
challenges facing the institution. Equity considerations and comparative data on the 
salary ranges of current, sittjng presidents in the Com~onwealth's puplic higher 
education institutions shall also be taken into account. AU compensation proposals shall 
be consistent with the Bo.ard of Higher Education Compensation Guidelines. P~oposed 
presidential compensation packages·may include benefits consistent with the Board of . 
Higher Edu~tion's Compensa~ion Guidelines, but such benefits mu~t be .specifically .. 
negotiated and identified in the qraft appointment agreement s~bmftted for·Board of 
Higher Education approval. 
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B~ Evaluations and Compensation Adjustments 
Annu~l evaluations, as well as periodic comprehensive evaluations, of presidents sh~IJ 
bE:! conducted by local Boards of Trustees, and-shall be required to justify compensation 
adjustments, including merit increases, consistent with Board of Higher Education 
policies and procedures, including the Board of Higher Education's Compensation 
Guidelines. All references in proposed Terms· of Appointments to annual a.r:td 
comprehensive evaluations in the Terms of Appointment shall be consistent with 89~rd 
of Higher Education policies and procedures. · · · 
V. Selecti9n of a Acting or Interim President . 
The procedures for a selection of an acting (or int~rim) president shall in each ·.instance 
be determined by the Board of Trustees after consultation with the Commissioner In 
accordance with the following requirements: 
• It is preferable that an acting president should meet the same minimum 
quallficati.o~s as are req~ired of a permanent presid~nt. The -ultJmate decisi911, 
however, should be based on the needs of the institution. · · · 
• . The recommendation to appoint an acting president shall be made by a vote of 
the Board of Trustees in open session. Written notice of the Trustees' action, 
along with a copy of the nominee's curriculum vitae and proposed Terms of 
Appointment, shall be fotwarded in timely fashion to the Commissioner. · 
• The appointment of an acting president shall not .be effective until and unless 
approved by the Commissioner. 
• The salary of an acting president shall be set by the Trustees in accordance with 
the Board of Higher Education's Compensation Guidelines and shall be subject 
to the approval of the Commissioner. 
• An acting president may, at the discretion of the Trustees, be provided with the 
same benefits as are provided to the permanent president, including a housing 
allowance (where applicable). · 
• Except in rare or extraordinary circumstances, an acting president shall not be 
eligible to be considered for the permanent presidency. 
• The term of an acting president shall not exceed one year, except in exceptional 
circumstances and only with the prior approval of the Commissioner. 
• The Terms of Appointment for an acting president shall be set forth in a written 
contract or letter of appointment, a copy of which shall be provided to the 
Commissioner for review, comment, and approval prior to its finafization with the 
proposed acting president and prior to its execution. · 
VI. Removal 
A Recommended Removal of a President Initiated by-the Board of Trustees 
A president serves "at the pleasure" of the local Board of Trustees, subject to Board of 
Higher Education approval, and as such, a Board of Trustees has the authority to 
remove a sitting president at any time, without ~ause or explicit reasons, $Ubject to 
Board of Higher Education approv~l G.L. c. 15A,. § 21. Howev_er, consistent with good 
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practice of presidential evaluation, and except in ·exigent circumstances and eases of 
malfeasance, .presidential performance issues should typically be identified through the 
annual evaluation process and the president should typically have an opportunity to · 
· address idehtit)ed areas of concem prior to Board of Trustee action to initiate removal for 
reaso.ns relat~ to parfomtance. · -. · 
In accordance ·with the Open Meeting Law, ·the Board of Trustees shafl vote· to 
. recommend the removal of a president in open session, with a quorum prese_nt. The 
vote should be conducted by roll call, with the Chafr ·of the Board voting last. ·If the vote 
receives the required majority, the recommendation shall be forwarded to the Board of 
Higher Education for approvat a1ong wlth any documentation supporting the reasons for 
the recommended removaL To avert potential controversy or legal· challenge, the 
recommended action shqulq receive the votes of the majority of the Board's ful_l 
·membership. · · · · 
B.- Board of Higher Education Action on a Recommended Removal ·of a 
President · 
The Board of Higher Educ~tion Trustees shall revi~w the local Board of Trustee$' 
recommend~d removal, along· with all supporting documentation, and shall vote o.n the 
recommend remo~a·J of a president in open session, with a quorum present. To avert 
potential controversy or legal challenge, the recommended action should receive the 
votes of-the majority of the ,Board's full membership. · · 
' ·.:· 
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Introduction 
Chapter 15A provides that the Board of TrUstees for each- state and 
community colleqe ·shal1·appoint the college's president subject to · 
the approval of the Hiqher Education ··coordinatinq council; ·· ThEt ·· 
policy that follows shall q9vern the c~nduct of _any presidential 
search at a stat• or commun1ty colleqe that commences on or after 
April 14, 1992. · · 
This policy supersedes and replaces the Policy for the conduct of 
searobes for the Office of. President or chancellor ana· the 
Guidelines for Colleqe and Unive.rsity Presidential search and 
Selection Procedures, both of which were adopted by the Board of . 
Reqents of Hiqher Education on ~ay 11, 1982. 
The authority to monitor and . interpret this policy shall be vested 
in the Chancellor. 
Initiation of the Presidential Searob . 
When . the Board of Trustees wishes to init.iate the search for a new· 
president, it shall so inform the Chancellor in writing. This 
notification shall · ocour at the earliest stage of the search 
process · prior to the appointment of a search committee, the 
preparation of position deso~iption or the seleot~on of an ·exeoutive 
search firm (where applicable). 
Upon receiving notification from the a·oard of Trustees, . the 
Chancellor shall appoint a representative to ·the search. The 
Chancellor andjor the rep~esentative may, at the request of _the 
Board of Trustees, meet ·w1th the Board to provide an overview of 
this and . any other applicable policies and. tQ, otherWise assist .-the 
Board in its planning for the search. · 
To help insure a successful outcome ·of the .search, it is essential 
that communication betwe~n the Bo~r~ ~f Trusteesfsearc~ committee 
and the Chancellor's Off1ce be ma~nta1ned ·throuqhout the search 
process. 
Position Description and •nnouncemeut 
The . leadership needs of a college vary widely at -different staqes of 
its historical development • . For ;this reason, the Soard of Trustees 
is stronqly encouraged to begin the presidential search process by 
undertaking a careful assessment-of the institution's current· status 
and future qoals. The Board should attempt to identif¥ the 
resources that will be available to tne new presi~ent 1n achievinq 
these goals as well as the constraints that he/she will face. 
aased · on thi~ written institutional -profile, the Board of Trustees 
or the search committee· (subject to tne Board's approval) should 
develop a reasonably detailed position descript-ion. · This document 
should accurately describe the duties of the president, place· the 
. institution and it.s resources in realistic perspective, and ·indicate 
the type and style of leadership sought by tlle Board. It should 
also clearly state the required and preferred ·qualificat-ions for the 
pres.idency .(Plea$~ see Minimum Qualifioa~ions) .. . 
• 
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The detailed position description should serve as the basis for the 
published position announcement, The final draft of this 
announcement shall be forwarded to the Chancel1or for comment at 
lea~t five days ln advance of its submission ~Qr publicatio~. 
The presidential. position announcement shall be placed in at le~st 
one major national publication serving the higher education . 
marketplace a·nd ··in such other local and ·national publications as are 
necessary to attract a sufficiently larqe and d'iv~rs.ified. pool of 
qualified applicants. · 
Minimum Qualifications 
The rninimum ·qualifications for a president shall .be as follows: 
Education 
For ·the president of a state colleqe, an earned doctorate (including but not limited ·.to a Ph.D., J.D., or Ed .. D) or other 
academic credentials sufficient to warrant consideration for 
appointment to a · senio~ management position at a state colleqe. 
For the president of a community college, an earned master's . 
degree. 
Exp•rienoe 
Substantial experience in a senior management position in higher 
education. 
or 
·substantial e~erience in a senior management position in a 
field outside hiqher education, where .such experience is deemed 
relevant to, and provides a basis for judging, the candidate's 
capability to serve as a colleqe . pres~den~. 
search committee selection and Procedures 
The Board .of Trustees shall appoint a presid~ntial search committee 
that includes a mLnimum of three Trustees and at · least one 
individual from each of . the major oampus constituencies (students, 
facultf, professional staff, and support staff). other individuals, 
includ1ni but not limited to alumni/ae, community representatives, 
and dist riguished educators from other ins~itut~ons, may be included 
on the search committee at the discretion of the Board of Trustees. 
The search committee should not normally .exceed nina to thirteen 
voting members. f'he chair shall be designated by the .Board of 
Trustees from . among the Trustee members of the search committee. 
The process for se1ectinq search committee ~embers from campus . 
constituencies shall ·be determined by the Board .of Trustees; 
provided; however, that the Board shall provide an opportun1ty for 
any member of the college community to express interest in, an~ .be 
·considered for ·appointment. If the Board wishes to solicit 
nominations from · any organization, including any employee . . 
.. 
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orqanization, it shall require ~hat suah organization submdt at ~ 
least two nominees for each ava1lable committee vacancy • . The Board 
shall make all reasonable efforts to in~Ure an adequate · 
representa~ion of women and people of color on the search committee. 
. . 
The Chancellor's representative and the college's affirmative action 
officer shall serve as non-votinq members of the search . committee; , . 
shall ·have access to all committee materials and candidate .files; .. 
~d shall be ··invit.ed to atte~d all meetings, includinq any executive 
f!!essions, of the: search ~omin1ttee or any subco~ittee thereof. 
The Board of Trustees should approve a budget. for . the search 
committee that .includes· the followin9, where. appli9able: 
.sec~etarial or other .su~p<:>rt staff hl.red by or ass~gned ·to the 
search co~lttee; suppl.tes, stationeryc and postage; travel and 
lodqinq for out•of-state candidates; v~sits to the home campuses of 
candidates; executive search firm fees; background and reference 
· checks; and other related expenses. ~embers of the sear·ch committee 
sha.ll not be compensated for their service but may be remunerated 
for expenses connected ·with .. the search that are .. l) provided .for i.n 
the budqet and 2) approved lrt advance by .the chair of. the search 
committee. . · 
The chair of .the search committee should appoint a secretary to the 
~ommittee. The secretary's duties may include sohedulin~ meetings 
and interviews; making travel arrangements for president1al 
candidates; maintaininq committee files; and preparing agendas, 
~inutes, reports, and correspondence with Qandidates. 
Subject to the requirement$ of. the state's Opan Maetin~ Law, . membars • 
of the search committee shall protect the oonfidentiallty of the 
search process. Committee files and candidate application materials 
shall be -kept in a secure area • . Access to these materi~ls shall be 
restricted to the members of the search committee and such other 
individuals who, havin~ a direct .role in tha search process, are 
specifically so author1zed by ·the chair. Any individual .who reviews 
these materials shall ·be required to sign a log indicating the time 
and date of such review • . To .faoilitate review -by committee·members, 
the chair may authorize the producti~n of one or more duplicate 
copies of candidate application materials. 
. . 
At the discretion of the chair, ~embers of the search committee may 
be authorized to t~e candidate application materials off site for 
limited periods. of time; provided, however, that· such .materials 
shall not be ·duplicated by any committee member nor shared with 
anyone. · · · 
·All oommunications ·from the search committee, includinq responses to 
media inquiries, shall be h.andled solely by the .chair or his/her 
desiqnated spo~esperson. The chair or his/her designee shoul4 issue 
periodic progress reports on the search to the col~ege. cominu~~ty. 
Besponsibilities ~f ·the Search Committee 
The · search committee shall serve in an advisory capac.ity to the . 
Board ·of Trustees, which has statutory authority to appoint the · 
president of the colleqe subject to approval by .the Higher .Education 
coordinatinq council. · · · · . · · 
• 
• 
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Tbe committee shall oversee th~ entire presidential search process, 
includinq all correspondence .with candidates, solicitation and 
acknowledqement of references, and other communications and reports. 
The committee shall screen, evaluate, and interview candidates for 
the presidency. ~ written record of the search committee's · 
activities, proceedinqs, and d~Qisions shall be maintained. · ~is 
record shall i-nclude a summary of the steps taken to insure 
affirmative action in the search and a statistical .analysis of the 
appli_cant pool at each stage of the search process. 
The ·search committee shall recommend to the Board of Trustees an 
unranked list of no less than three (3) and no more than five (5) 
qualified oandidates. In makinq its recommendations 1 the oonunittee 
shall transmit to the Board the -resume and all other relevant · 
applicat~on· ·materials for each of the three to five finalists~ The 
conuni ttee may also~ at its dis·cretion, provide a summary of the 
perceived· strengths and weaknesses of each candidate, but under . ~o 
circumstanoes .shall .the -committee rank order the candidates. 
Open Meeting La' 
As a special committee of the Board of Trustees, the presidential 
search· committee is a "governmental body~• subject to the state's 
Open Meeting Law, G.L. c. 30A Sec. llAl/2 •. A notice of every search 
comn\it·tee meeting- must be filed with the secretary of State, and a 
copy posted in the Executive Office of Administration and Finance, 
at least 48 hours prior ~o the meetinq. Accurate minutes must be 
kept and .beoome a part ·of tne public record. Except as provided in 
the Open Meeting Law,. search conuni ttee meetings must. be open to the 
public. 
At the outset of the search process, the 'search committee should be 
fully briefed on, and provided a copy of the open Me~tinq.Law. The 
committee shoU1d also be briefed on the applicable provis1ons of the 
PUblic Records Law. 
Use of ExeCutiye SeArch Firms 
The ·soard of Trustees or · the ·seardh committee (with the Board's 
'approvai) may enqaqe an executive search firm to assist in the 
conduct of . the search. Such a f"-rm Dtay be contracted to provide any 
or all of· ~e fotlowing services: . . . . 
• ·oeveloping an institutional profile or other background 
materials on the · ~olleqe. 
Draftinq the presidential position ·description for approval 
by· the search cOlD.)llittee and/or the Board .of Trustees • . · 
Preparing and placing advertisements. . 
Identifying and solicitinq applications from qualified 
candidates. · 
P~eparing and · proces~inq · correspondence with candidates. 
• Responding to candidate inquiries and information requests. 
.· 
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• Makinq travel and lodqing arrangements. for out-of-state 
candidates. · 
con~ucting background and ·reference checks on applicants. 
Other. related .. services. · 
. . ' . . 
In no case shall an executive search firm be delegated authority 
that is aP.propriately .. vested in the secu;-ch Committee. The search 
firm shall not screen or select candidates for further 
consideration. At the di.scretion of the search committee, 
however., the . search firm may . screen the initial applicant · pool to 
determine which candidates meet the minimum qualifications set 
forth in the position description. · · .. . · 
The Board of Trustees andjor .the search committee. shouid solicit 
and consider proposals from a number of qualifi~d firms. · Upon 
request, ·the ·Human Resources Division of the Chancellor's Office 
.. shall· furnish a ·l!st Qf executive search firms known to have· 
interest and/or experience in presidential searches, includinq 
firms that have ·previously worked f.or ·other public colleges in 
the conunQnweal th. -· · . . . . .. . . 
In selecting an ·executive search firm, the Board of Trustees 
and/or ·the ·search committee shall take into specific 
consideration evidence of· each firm's ·commitment to and 
experience in affirmative action recruitment. 
Bqle of the Board of Trustees 
The a.oa.r.d of Trustees. ~hall. review the materials sub~itted bf t.he 
search committee ·and ~nterv1ew each _of the recommended ' final1sts. 
·In conjunction with such interviews , the Board .Jnay provide an. 
opportunity for students, faculty 1 and staff to . meet informally 
with the candidates. The Bosrd may also conduct s"ch .additional 
background and reference checks, including visits to candidates 
home campuses or workplaces , · as it deems nec~ssary. . 
In accordance with the Open .Meeting Law, ·the Board of Trustees 
.shall vote to recommend the appointment of a president in open 
session, with a qUorum p~esent • . The vote should no~lly be by 
alphabetical roll call, with ' the Chair .of the Board voting last. 
If no candidate receives the required majority, th• process may 
·.be repeated as · often as deemed necessary by· the ·~oard. ·To C\Vert 
potential cQntroversy or legal challenqe, the recommended 
appointee should rec~ive the votes of a majority of the Board's 
full membership. . · . . 
If the Board ~f Trustees rej.ects . all oandid~tes . subndtt~d by· the 
search committee1 the Board may. l) request that the .·search 
committee reevaluate the credentials of other candidates in the 
pool and submit the name(s) of any additional recomm~nded 
candidate(s); 2) direct .the existing seareh committee to reopen 
th~ search; or 3) appoint a new search ·committee to oonduct ·a. 
reopened search • . · The Board shall not, .hqwever, require the 
search committee to su~it the . name of any specific candidate; 
nor shall the Board vot~ to recol'Qllt~nd . the . app,~~tment o~ a.~Y 
•• 
• 
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individual whose name has not been duly submitted by the search 
commi tte.e. . 
Once the Board of Trustees has voted to recommend the a~pointment 
of a president, it shall so notify· the Chancellor in wr1tinq . 
The Board shall also promptly forward to the Chancellor copies of 
the resumes and other relevant application mat~rials of all · 
finalists ana a summary of the search process, which shall 
include a statement of the steps taken to .insure affirmative 
action and a statistic~! analysis of the applicant pool at each 
staqe of the search process. · 
The Boarq of Trustees shall arrange for a State Polic.e background 
check, or a simila·r background check performed by another · 
qualified ·~qericy1 fit;m, or individual, on the presidential 
nominee. A copy of the result~ af this background investigation 
shall be f ·orwarded to the Chancellor with the other materials 
described · above. · · 
·Role of the . cbanoello~ and the Higher Education coordinating 
Counqil · · · 
The appointment of a president shall not be effective until and 
unless .it is approved by the Higher Education Coordinating 
·council,· ·acting on the recommendation of the committee on 
Administration .and Finance or such other committee as may from 
time to time be assigned this responsibility. · 
The Chancellor shall review the materials submitted by the Board 
of Trustees and $hall, where practicable, meet with· the 
presidential candidate recommended by the Board. The Chancellor 
shall transmit to the committee on Administration and Finance the 
resumes and other application materials for all three to five 
finalists consider$d by·the Board of Trustees • . He/she shall also 
forward to tbe Committee a summary of .the search process, 
includinq a statement of the steps taken to insure ~tfirmative 
action and a statist~ca~ analysis of the applicant pool at each 
sta~e. of the search process. 
At the meeting of the -Committee on Administration and Finance 
during which the presidential appointment is to be acted upon, 
the Chancellor Shall be provided an opportunity to comment on the 
conduct- of. the search process and to offer his/her recommendation 
concerning the proposed .appointment. The .committee ·may, at its 
~iscretion, meet· with the presidential nomin~e p~ior to voting on 
the appointment. . . 
In recommending the appointment of a presid~nt, the Committee on 
Administration and Finance shall forward to the full Higher 
Education coordinating council a copy of the nominee's res~e. 
Nothing in .this policy sball be d~emed to restrict or prohibit 
the Hiqher· Education Coordinating council from deleqatinq to the 
Chancellor the auth9r!ty to approve presiden~ial appointments. · 
Neither shall this polio¥ prohibit the Council from deleqatin9 to 
the Ch•ncellor, the comm1ttee on Administration and Finance, or 
some oth.er committee of the counoil the author! ty to approve a 
presid$ntial appointment durin9 the months of July and August or 
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durinq ~y other extended period. in which . the counc~l is not 
scheduled to meet . 
Bole of the ·Chanqe1lor's Represenytive _ 
The chancellor's representa~ive shall serve as a non-votinq 
member of the· search committee; . shall have. ~ccess to all . 
committee materials and candidate .files; and shall -be invited · to · 
attend all meetings, including any exequtive sessions; of the 
search committee ·or any sub-committee thereof~ The · 
responsibilities ·of the Chancellor's representative shall include 
but not be li~ited ~o the following: 
o .To facilitate conunun.ication between tne search 
committee/Board . of Trustees and the Chancellor/Higher 
Education Coordinating counci l . .. 
o To assist the search committee in interpreting and applying 
the provisions of this policy, the Executive Compensation 
.. · .. · ·t;·uid'$lines; ··and any other applicable p·ol'icy ·of ·the Higher 
· Educatio~ Coordinatinq council. · 
o To a·ssist the search committee in understanding and 
domplying with the provisions of . the open Meeting Law. 
o To act· as a ·liaison· between the search committee and .the 
central staff, ~articularly the Chief Legal Counsel and the 
Director of Aff1rmative Action, on matters requirinq 
interpretation or clarification of applicable law· or 
policy. · 
o To serve as a resource·· to the search committee by 
providing, upon request, sample forms, letters, and other 
materials developed in connection with prior presidential 
searches. · 
o To work with the search committee and the colleqe's 
affirmative action director in efforts .to insure diversity 
within the applicant pool at each staqe of the search 
process. · 
o To make periodic reports qn the proqress of ·the searoh to 
the Chaneel:lor and the Hiqher Education coordinating 
Council. · 
o To monitor and assess whe~er the search is fair, open, and 
in co~pl~ance with applicable· policies and laws. 
Compapaat!oD 
The salary of the president shall be set by the Board of Trustees 
subject to the approval of the Chancellor and in accordance with the 
Hiciher ;Education Coordinatinq CC!unci 1' s Executi v~ Compensa:~ion 
Gu1delin~s. · · · 
To avoid. later misunderstandings, the Chair of the Board or designee 
should brief eaCh of the three to five presidential finalists on -the 
applicable sala~ ranges • . The Cha~r or designee. shall, prior to . 
• 
• 
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makinq a formal s~l~ of(er to the recommended candidate, consult 
with the Chancellor. Once the offer .has been made and accepted by 
the candidate, ·the Chair shall so inform the Chancellor in writinq. 
No such offer ~hall be considered final and bind-ing until and unless 
approved by - the Chancellor in writing. · 
The ·annual salary set by. the Board of Trustees and approved by. the 
Chancellor shall be payment in full for the president-'s se~vices; 
provided, howev~r, that the Board - ~ay ·at -i~s discretion_, apirove a 
monthly ·housinq al~owance (where applicable) ·in a~cordance w th the 
Executive compensatipn ·Guidelines; · authorize the use of a college 
vehicle; pay the president's membership fees ~n relevant· 
professional associations or community organizations; and/or 
reimburse the president for .expenses directly connected with the 
performance of his/her official duties. . 
Except as is provided above, the president shall be entitled to 
receive the same frinqe benefits, where applicable, as other non-
unionized professiona~ administrators at the· college . 
The terms and con<:Iitions of appointmen.t .of the president shall be 
set forth in a wr~tten contract or letter of appointment, a copy of 
which shall be provided by the Chair of the Board of Trustees .to the 
Chancellor· for review and comment ~rior to its execution. Ea9h 
written ooritract ·or letter of appo1ntment shall incorporate 
explicitly or by reference the provisions ·of all applicable Higher 
Education · Coordinatinq council policies and regulations, including 
the Executive compensation Guidelines and the Presidential 
Evaluation Policy (adopted on October 24, 1984)· .• 
Selection of an leting President 
The procedures for the selection of an acting president (or interim 
president or actinq chief executive officer) shall in each instance 
be determined by the Trustees after consultation with the Chancellor 
in accordance with the ~ollowing requirements: . 
• An acting president must meet the same minimum qualifications 
as are required of the permanent president. 
• The recommendation to appoint an aotinq president shall be made 
by a vote of- the Trustees in open s~ssion. Written notice of 
the TrUstees' action, ·alonq with a COJ?Y of. the nominee's 
curriculum vitae, shal-l be forwarded ~n timely fashion to tne 
Chancellor. 
The -appointment of an actinq president sha!"l ·not be effective 
until and unless approved by the Chancellor. · 
The salary of .an actinq president shall be set by the Trustees 
in· accordance with the Council's Executive compensation 
Guidelines and shall be subject to the approval of the 
Chancell~r • 
• An _acting president may, at the discretion of the Trustees, be 
provided with the same benefits as are provid~d to the 
permanent president, includinq a housinq allowance (where 
applicable) • 
' . 
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An acting president- shall not_ be eligible to apply o~ be 
considered for the. ·pe~anent p~esidency. 
The term-of an acting president shall not exceed, one_year, save 
in exceptio~al circumstances and only with the prior approval 
of the Chance~+or. . - · · 
. . . . 
The terms _.and oondi tions of appointmen~ for an actinq presidet:!t 
shall be set forth in a written contract or letter of 
appointment, a copy of which shall be provided ·to the 
Chan·oallpr . for ·,review and oonunent prior · to_ .it$ execution. 
Apri.l ~~, 1992_ .. 
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Proposed Draft Compensation and Evaluation Guidelines and Procedures 
for State University and Community College Presidents: 
a Comparison with Current Policy 
The Board of Higher Education (SHE) currently has compensation and evaluation 
guideHnes in place for both the state university and community college segments. The 
SHE's current guidelines, which are entitled ~~compensation Guidelines for State 
University and Community College Presidents," were initially passed in April 2005, 
amended in December 2005 and most recently updated in April 2008 (the "SHE's 
Current Compensation Guidelines"). The SHE's Current Compensation Guidelines 
include evaluation criteria which local boards of trustees are to take into account in 
reviewing presidential performance and recommending annual compensation 
adjustments, and the SHE and the Commissioner are likewise to take into account in 
calculating and fixing compensation adjustments, including merit based adjustments. 
At its October 16, 2012 meeting, the SHE recognized its Current Compensation 
Guidelines and directed the Commissioner to work with the Executive Committee to 
review the document in the coming year, and propose any recommended changes to the 
SHE in time for implementation during the FY2013 Presidential evaluation cycle, which 
typically commences in the Spring of each year. 
To that end, the Department, in consultation with the Executive Committee, has 
prepared the attached document which is a redraft of the current guidelines, and is 
entitled "Board of Higher Education Compensation and Evaluation Guidelines and 
Procedures for State University and Community College Presidents." 
At their essence, the SHE's Current Compensation Guidelines and the attached redraft 
both recognize and maintain that the SHE has the statutory authority, unless otherwise 
delegated to the Commissioner, to "approve and fix" the compensation of campus 
presidents. M.G.L. c. 15A, § 9(q) and 6. Both documents recognize and preserve the 
role of the local board of trustees in making compensation recommendations to the SHE, 
and both documents provide that such presidential compensation determinations are to 
be based on professional experience of the president; institutional size, complexity and 
particular challenges; established, measurable goals; and a written performance 
evaluation conducted by the local Board of Trustees. Both documents also provide that 
a local board of trustee's presidential performance evaluation should be documented 
and conducted annually. 
There are several substantive differences, however, between the proposed redraft and 
the existing BHE policy. Most notably, the proposed redraft: 
• formally requires local Boards of Trustees to take into account system-level goals 
in tbe annual review process; 
• specifies that presidential evaluations need to consider and include institutional 
data linked to system-level goals; 
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• provides the Commissioner a role in the annual goal setting process; 
• formalizes the current practice regarding the Commissioner's role in the 
evaluation process; and 
• augments the procedure and timelines for the completion of the annual 
evaluation process. 
The following chart is a comparison document which describes the current policy and 
highlights these and other changes. 
BHE Current Proposed Redraft Comment 
Guidelines 
Establishing Separates out and New Section 
initial salary for creates new section 
new appointees addressing 
compensation for 
new presidents. 
Compensation Allows for annual No change 
adjustments for inflationary 
sitting adjustments and/or 
presidents: merit adjustments 
merit and based on 
inflationary achievement of 
adjustments measurable 
objectives. 
Parameters of such No change 
adjustments are set 
annually by the 
Commissioner, in 
consultation with 
Executive Committee. 
Compensation Through the Dec Explicitly allows local Formally establishes 
adjustments for 2005 document, the 80Ts1 to request a process for equity 
sitting BHE approved equity equity adjustments, adjustment proposals 
presidents: adjustments for then based on 
Equity sittjng presidents, to comparable 
adjustments be distributed equally compensation data 
over two years. The and market analyses; 
document is equity adjustments 
otherwise silent on must be approved by 
equity adjustments, SHE (i.e., no 
but allowing for such delegation of 
adjustments is authority to 
implicit. Commissioner). 
1 local Boards of Trustees (SOTs) 
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• BHE Current Proposed Redraft Comment Guidelines 
Other Allows local BOTs to New Section 
co'nsiderations offer, subject to BHE 
for setting approval: 
salaries • paid sabbaticals 
• faculty tenure 
• excess benefit 
programs 
Annual Compensation is to No change 
Evaluations be based on 
presidential 
performance based 
on achievement of 
measurable goals, as 
indicated in an annual 
written evaluation . 
Annual goal Current policy blends Presidential Re- draft separates 
setting process institutional goals and performance shall be out the institutional 
(in general) metrics with SHE evaluated based on goal setting process 
established two broad areas of from system-level 
performance responsibility : 1) goal setting process. 
indicators. progress in achieving 
annual institutional 
• 
goals and objectives 
established by local 
BOTs; and 2) 
progress in achieving 
BHE system-level 
goals and activities. 
Annual goal Silent on how, or Requires a formal Substantive and 
setting process: when annual goals annual goal setting procedural changes 
Institutional are set, or even if the process; requires to annual goal setting 
goals and President has input in annual goals to be process. 
objectives the annual goals mutually agreed 
upon with the 
President; provides 
Commissioner with 
an opportunity to 
provide a system-
level perspective to 
the annual goal 
setting process. 
Annual goal Does not include Substitutes system Substantive and 
setting process: SHE-approved level goals for procedural changes. 
System-level system level goals; segmental goals. Formally requires the 
goals and instead includes BOT to take into 
activities segmental goals account system-level 
based on the goals in the annual 
• 
performance review process. 
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BHE Current Proposed Redraft Comment • Guidelines 
measurement 
system. 
A specific list of BHE System level goals Establishes new 
segmental goals, will be set annually process for setting 
established in 2005, by the annual system level 
is incorporated in the Commissioner, in goals; current policy 
document. consultation with the does not allow for an 
· Executive Committee annual BHE-
based on the approved system goal 
performance setting process. 
measurement system 
and other SHE stated 
goals. 
Evaluation Silent on format and Specifies the format Adds new 
format and content the annual evaluation documentation 
content document should requirements . 
take, as well as the 
content, requiring: Current evaluations 
• . specific data, provide a minimum of 
including data and maximum of 
institutional data verbiage. • linked to system-level goals 
• comments on 
both strengths 
and weaknesses 
• description of the 
annual goal 
setting process 
• specification of 
the goals that 
were set. 
Description of Specifies that the Adds new 
evaluation evaluation document documentation 
Process should clearly state requirement. 
the process followed Current evaluations 
by the SOTs by the are inconsistent-it is 
annual review. unclear the extent to 
which there was full 
BOT input, or input 
from other 
stakeholders, such as 
faculty and student, in 
the evaluation 
process. 
• 4 
• BHE Current Proposed Redraft Comment Guidelines 
Procedure and Includes procedure · Augments the Amends the existing 
timelines and timelines for the procedure and procedure. 
completion of the timelines for the 
annual evaluation completion of the 
process annual evaluation 
process and includes 
timelines 
Formalizes the 
current practjce 
regarding the 
Commissioner's 
delegated role in the 
evaluation process 
Continuing Requires specific task Requires ongoing No substantive 
Assessment of forces and studies, as review of policy's change 
Compensation well as biennial impact, as well as 
Environment market analyses, of periodic market 
presidential analyses to inform 
compensation and advance 
presidential 
compensation 
decisions. • Training Requires BHE to No Change No substantive 
regularly conduct a change, but due to 
seminar of limited resources, the 
presidential BHE has not been 
evaluation and able to perform this 
compensation for function; new 
local SOTS legislative funding 
and language which 
requires the DHE to 
offer Trustee trainings 
will help the BHE 
offer such seminars, 
going forward . 
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